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Abstract. We survey three different ways in which K-theory in all its forms enters quantum field
theory. In Part 1 we give a general argument which relates topological field theory in codimension two
with twisted K-theory, and we illustrate with some finite models. Part 2 is a review of pfaffians of Dirac
operators, anomalies, and the relationship to differential K-theory. Part 3 is a geometric exposition of
Dirac charge quantization, which in superstring theories also involves differential K-theory. Parts 2 and
3 are related by the Green-Schwarz anomaly cancellation mechanism. An appendix, joint with Jerry
Jenquin, treats the partition function of Rarita-Schwinger fields.
Grothendieck invented K-Theory almost 50 years ago in the context of algebraic geometry,
specifically in his generalization of the Hirzebruch Riemann-Roch theorem [BS]. Shortly thereafter,
Atiyah and Hirzebruch brought Grothendieck’s ideas into topology [AH], where they were applied to
a variety of problems. Analysis entered after it was realized that the symbol of an elliptic operator
determines an element of K-theory. Atiyah and Singer then proved a formula for the index of
such an operator (on a compact manifold) in terms of the K-theory class of the symbol [AS1].
Subsequently, K-theoretic ideas permeated other areas of linear analysis, algebra, noncommutative
geometry, etc. One of the pleasant surprises of the past few years has been the relevance of K-theory
to superstring theory and related parts of theoretical physics. Furthermore, the story involves not
only topological K-theory, but also the K-theory of C∗-algebras, the K-theory of sheaves, and
other forms of K-theory.
Not surprisingly, this new arena for K-theory has inspired some developments in mathematics
which are the subject of ongoing research. Our exposition here aims to explain three different ways
in which topological K-theory appears in physics, and how this physics motivates the mathematical
ideas we are investigating.
Part 1 concerns topological quantum field theory . Recall that an n-dimensional topological theory
assigns a complex number to every closed oriented n-manifold and a complex vector space to every
closed oriented (n − 1)-manifold. Continuing the superposition principle and ideas of locality to
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codimension two we are led to an extended notion which attaches to each closed oriented (n − 2)-
manifold a special type of category, which we term aK-module. The ‘K’ stands forK-theory, and so
by this very general argument K-theory enters in codimension two, at least for topological quantum
field theories. We illustrate these ideas with a finite topological quantum field theory, a “gauged
σ-model” which generalizes the finite gauge theories studied in [F1]. The K-modules which enter
here are a twisted form of ordinary K-theory. It should be noted that the appearance of twisted
K-theory in the physics has spurred its development in mathematics.1 The 2-dimensional version
of the finite gauged σ-model was introduced in a different way in [T2]. Moore and Segal [M] make a
general investigation of “boundary states” in 2-dimensional topological theories and are led to this
same finite gauged σ-model. One observation here is that the category of boundary states, at least
in 2-dimensional topological theories, is the K-module one encounters from general considerations
in codimension two. From this point of view the appearance of K-theory is natural. Turning to
the 3-dimensional theory, once the pure gauge theory for finite groups has been related to twisted
K-theory—this connection was missed in [F1]—it is natural to conjecture a similar relationship for
compact gauge groups of arbitrary dimension. In particular, we identify the “Verlinde algebra” in
Chern-Simons theory as a particular twisted equivariantK-group. This set of ideas is being pursued
jointly with M. Hopkins and C. Teleman. (See [F3] for a more detailed motivational account.)
Part 2 concerns anomalies; the main ideas go back to the mid 1980s. We set the framework
with a geometric picture of anomalies, and then explain how the pfaffian line bundle of a family
of Dirac operators encodes the anomaly associated to the functional integral over a fermionic field.
The detailed construction depends on the dimension n of the theory modulo 8. One novelty here is
the simultaneous presentation of all cases. Unfortunately, its salient feature is the lack of a unified
approach which binds the different dimensions into a single picture—presumably held together with
Bott periodicity. We have yet to find such a description. The topological anomaly is computed
using the Atiyah-Singer index theorem, and it is through the Atiyah-Singer formula that topological
K-theory enters.2 In many cases, however, the anomaly is geometric—it is a smooth line bundle
with hermitian metric and compatible connection. With this motivation we are led to believe that
the geometric anomaly—the pfaffian line bundle with metric and connection—may be computed
using differential K-theory , a version of K-theory which includes differential forms as “curvatures”.
First notions of differential K-theory appear in [Lo], and a systematic development of differential
cohomology theories in general begins in [HS]. Ongoing joint work with M. Hopkins and I. Singer
continues these developments, in particular pursuing the connection between differential K-theory
and geometric invariants of families of Dirac operators. The particular connection with the pfaffian
is what is needed for anomalies.
1Twisted K-theory was introduced in mathematics many years ago, both in topology [DK] and in C∗-algebras [R].
Recent references include [A2] and [BCMMS]. But a systematic development incorporating all of the properties needed
here has yet to be written.
2There are notable exceptions in low dimensions, where the topological anomaly is computed by a cohomological
formula.
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Part 3 is an elementary exposition of Dirac charge quantization. In classical electromagnetism,
and its generalizations in supergravity with forms of higher degree, charges take values in real coho-
mology. In quantum theories charges are constrained to lie in a full lattice inside real cohomology,
and from a mathematical point of view it is natural that the appropriate lattice is determined by
a generalized cohomology theory. Ordinary integral cohomology is the traditional choice, but in
superstring theory it is K-theory—in some cases the real or quaternionic version—which has proved
relevant. The electric and magnetic currents in these theories must simultaneously encode local
information—the positions and velocities of charges—as well as the global information of charge
quantization. The geometric objects which accomplish this are cocycles for generalized differential
cohomology theories, e.g., for differential K-theory. This provides further impetus for the devel-
opment of differential cocycles. We emphasize the easy examples, where the geometry of charge
quantization is more readily accessible. One important point is the anomaly in the electric cou-
pling if there is simultaneous magnetic and electric current. We conclude Part 3 with some remarks
explaining why K-theory quantizes Ramond-Ramond charge in superstring theory.
The occurrences of K-theory in Parts 2 and 3 are related. Namely, the anomaly in the electric
coupling can cancel anomalies from fermions if the former may be computed in differential K-
theory since, as explained above, the latter are conjecturally computed in differential K-theory
using a refinement of the Atiyah-Singer index theorem. Therefore, the main ingredient in the
Green-Schwarz anomaly cancellation mechanism [GS], extended to include global as well as local
anomalies, is a geometric form of the Atiyah-Singer index theorem for families of Dirac operators.
The superstring examples are explained from this point of view in [FH], [F5]. In ongoing work with
J. Distler we consider generalizations in superstring theory, and with E. Diaconescu and G. Moore
we are investigating similar questions in M-theory.
There is an appendix, joint with Jerry Jenquin, which is a pedagogical account of Rarita-
Schwinger fields and their quantization to obtain spin 3/2 particles. The anomaly computation
for these fields is a bit confusing, as it typically looks different in odd and even dimensions. Our
treatment is uniform for all dimensions, chiralities, and multiplicities.
A detailed table of contents:
Part 1: Topological Quantum Field Theory in Codimension Two
§1.1. General Remarks
§1.2. The Groupoid of Fields in Finite TQFT
§1.3. Extended TQFTs from Functional Integrals
§1.4. Finite TQFT
§1.5. The One-Dimensional Theory
§1.6. Twisted K-Theory
§1.7. The Two-Dimensional Theory
§1.8. The Three-Dimensional Theory
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Part 2: Anomalies and Pfaffians of Dirac Operators
§2.1. Actions in Euclidean QFT
§2.2. The Partition Function of a Spinor Field
§2.3. Construction of Pfaff D
§2.4. Computation of the Topological Anomaly
§2.5. Computation of the Geometric Anomaly
Part 3: Abelian Gauge Fields
§3.1. Maxwell’s Equations
§3.2. The Action Principle for Electromagnetism
§3.3. Dirac Charge Quantization
§3.4. The Electric Coupling Anomaly
§3.5. Generalized Differential Cocycles
§3.6. Self-Dual Fields
§3.7. Ramond-Ramond Charge and K-Theory
Appendix: The Partition Function of Rarita-Schwinger Fields
§A.1. Quantization of Spinor Fields: Review
§A.2. Quantization of Rarita-Schwinger Fields: First Approach
§A.3. Quantization of Rarita-Schwinger Fields: Second Approach
§A.4. Quantization of Rarita-Schwinger Fields: Third Approach
§A.5. The Euclidean Partition Function of a Rarita-Schwinger Field
§A.6. Two Illustrative Examples
I have discussed these topics with many people over a long period. I particularly thank my recent
collaborators Emanuel Diaconescu, Jacques Distler, Jerry Jenquin, Mike Hopkins, Greg Moore, Is
Singer, Constantin Teleman, and Ed Witten.
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Part 1: Topological Quantum Field Theory in Codimension Two
§1.1. General Remarks
Some essential features of a topological quantum field theory (TQFT) were abstracted in [A1];
refinements were discussed in [Q], [T1], [Wa] and other references as well. A TQFT gives algebro-
topological invariants of manifolds, but unlike typical homotopical invariants is tied to a specific
dimension n and may depend on the differentiable structure. The basic data is the partition function
(1.1) Xn 7−→ Z(Xn)
which assigns to every compact oriented n-manifold a complex number Z(X). This is a topological
invariant in the sense that the invariants of diffeomorphic manifolds agree. Also, if −X denotes
the oppositely oriented manifold, then Z(−X) = Z(X). The quantum nature of Z manifests itself
in its multiplicative properties. For example, the invariant of a disjoint union is the product of the
invariants of the constituent manifolds:
(1.2) Z(X1 ⊔X2) = Z(X1)Z(X2).
This generalizes to a gluing law when a closed manifold X is cut along an oriented hypersurface Y .
Assume for simplicity that Y separates X into two pieces X1 and X2, as in Figure 1. Then the local
nature of quantum field theory predicts that there should be an invariant Z(Xi) defined for the
manifolds Xi, which now have a nonempty boundary, and that a multiplicative equation analogous
to (1.2) should hold. In fact, field theory on a manifold with boundary requires boundary conditions
for the fields, which leads not to a single complex-valued invariant, but rather a more complicated
invariant which is in some sense a function of boundary conditions. The linearity of quantum
mechanics leads us to suspect that the invariant is a vector
(1.3) Z(Xi) =
(
Z(Xi)1, . . . , Z(Xi)N
)
,
where Z(Xi)j ∈ C and the indices depend only on the boundary Y . In typical quantum field
theories N =∞, of course, but in special topological theories, such as the ones considered here, it
is finite. We may go further and postulate an assignment
(1.4) Y n−1 7−→ E(Y )
of a Hilbert space E(Y ) to every closed oriented (n−1)-manifold—whether or not it is a boundary—
and an assignment
(1.5) Xn 7−→ Z(X) ∈ E(∂X)
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to every compact oriented n-manifold of a vector in the Hilbert space of the boundary. Furthermore,
(1.4) should be functorial in the sense that a diffeomorphism Y ′ → Y induces an isomorphism
E(Y ′)→ E(Y ). Finally, the gluing law which generalizes (1.2) in the situation of Figure 1 is
(1.6) Z(X) = 〈Z(X1), Z(X2)〉E(Y ).
Figure 1: Cutting a closed manifold in codimension one
These are the highlights of the standard axioms, but it is tempting to go further. Namely, of
the two basic properties of the partition function (1.1)—functoriality and locality—we have only
imposed functoriality on the invariant Y 7→ E(Y ) in (1.5); it is tempting to impose locality as well.
Thus if Zn−2 ⊂ Y n−1 splits the closed oriented manifold Y into a union Y1 ∪ Y2, we would like to
factorize the vector space E(Y ) as some sort of product of invariants associated to the Yi, which
are manifolds with boundary. Now in (1.3) we can consider Z(Xi) as a vector of complex numbers,
so by analogy we expect that E(Yi) should be a vector of Hilbert spaces. Further, we then expect
an assignment
Zn−2 7−→ E(Z)
which attaches to a closed oriented (n− 2)-manifold a “module” over the “ring” of Hilbert spaces.
This module should have an “inner product” back to the ground “ring”, and then the gluing law
analogous to (1.6) should state
Z(Y ) = 〈Z(Y1), Z(Y2)〉E(Z).
This extended notion of a TQFT can be made precise in various ways and occurs in different forms
in the literature (e.g. [L]). We content ourselves here with a heuristic description as follows.
The collection of all finite dimensional Hilbert spaces forms a tensor category using the operations
of direct sum and tensor product. The classifying space of this category is a product of classifying
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spaces for the general linear groups of all dimensions. Apparently what is needed here instead is
a tensor category K whose classifying space is a classifying space for complex K-theory, i.e., is
homotopic to Z × BU . So E(Y ) is a category with an action of K, i.e., a K-module. We will use
the category of finite dimensional Hilbert spaces as a heuristic for K, but a more careful account
would substitute a correct model for K instead. Also, we will not always mention the inner product
in K-modules, even though it exists in unitary theories and the finite theories we construct are
unitary.
Summary: A TQFT assigns to a closed oriented manifold a complex number in the top dimension,
a complex vector space in codimension one, and a K-module in codimension 2.
§1.2. The Groupoid of Fields in Finite TQFT
Let G be a finite group and S a finite G-set, that is, a finite set with a G-action.3 Let M be
a topological space, which we will soon specialize to be a compact manifold. Let C(M) be the
category whose objects are pairs (P, φ), where P → M is a principal G-bundle (Galois covering)
and φ : P → S is a G-equivariant map. A morphism f : (P ′, φ′) → (P, φ) is a G-equivariant
map f : P ′ → P which commutes with the projections to S and such that φ′ = f ◦ φ. It is easy
to see that every morphism is invertible: C(M) is a groupoid. Let C(M) be the set of equivalence
classes of objects in C(M). It is finite if M is compact.
The groupoid C(M) is the collection of fields on M . A model with this set of fields is called a
gauged σ-model . It is usually defined for G a Lie group and P,M,S smooth manifolds. If G has
positive dimension, then an object in C(M) also includes a connection on P →M and morphisms
are required to pullback connections. For G = {1} the collection of fields C(M) is the set of maps
φ : M → S, and the model is a σ-model with target S. If S is a point with trivial G-action, then we
have a pure gauge theory with gauge group G. In the general case the G action on S determines a
bundle SP → M with typical fiber S associated to a principal G-bundle P → M , and the map φ
may be viewed as a section of this associated bundle.
It is convenient to replace C(M) by an equivalent category. Fix a smooth universal G-bundle
EG → BG.4 There is a category of triples (P, γ, φ), where P, φ are as before and γ : P → EG
is a G-equivariant map; the quotient map γ¯ : M → BG is a classifying map for P . A morphism
f : (P ′, γ′, φ′) → (P, γ, φ) is a map f : P ′ → P where, as above, φ′ = f ◦ φ. Note that there is
no condition on the classifying maps. The forgetful functor (P, γ, φ)  (P, φ) is an equivalence of
categories.
For computations it is convenient to use a much smaller equivalent groupoid. For example, when
3It suffices to restrict to transitive G-sets, that is, S = G/H for a subgroup H ⊂ G, since any G-set decomposes
into a disjoint union of such and the construction of TQFTs decomposes accordingly. But the analogy to continuous
theories is clearer in the framework of arbitrary S.
4For example, embed G in a unitary group U(N) and take EG to be the Stiefel manifold of unitary maps of CN
into a complex Hilbert space. In theories with dimG > 0 we also fix a connection on the universal bundle.
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M is a point we have
(1.7) C(pt) ≈ S as a G-set.
Recall that attached to any G-set S is a groupoid: the set of objects is S and each pair (g, s) ∈ G×S
corresponds to a morphism s → g · s. Consider next M = S1. We rigidify C(S1) by fixing a
basepoint ∗ ∈ S1 and requiring that G-bundles P → S1 have a basepoint in the fiber over ∗. Such
a based bundle is determined up to unique isomorphism by its holonomy, which is an element of G.
The map φ : P → S is determined by its value at the basepoint of P , which must be fixed by the
action of the holonomy. So
(1.8) C(S1) ≈ G acting on {(s, g) : s ∈ S, g ∈ G, g · s = s}
The action of G translates the basepoint in the fiber over ∗. The morphism which corresponds
to h ∈ G maps (s, g) 7→ (h · s, hgh−1).
§1.3. Extended TQFTs from Functional Integrals
This general discussion is taken from [F1], where it was applied to finite theories with S = pt.
In an n-dimensional quantum field theory the exponentiated classical action on a compact ori-
ented n-manifold X is a function5
(1.9) eiSX : C(X) : −→ C.
For finite theories, where C(X) is a finite set, a measure is simply a function C(X) → R>0. Given
a measure and classical action, the quantum partition function is the integral
(1.10) Z(X) =
∫
C(X)
eiSX(ϕ) dϕ.
For a finite theory (1.10) reduces to a finite sum.
The classical action (1.9) extends to compact oriented n-manifolds with boundary, but it is
sometimes not valued in the complex numbers. Rather, in general its value on a field ϕ lies in a
hermitian line which depends only on the restriction of ϕ to ∂X. It is natural, then to extend the
notion of classical action to codimension one. That is, given a compact oriented (n−1)-manifold Y
we assign to every field on Y a hermitian line. Recall that the fields C(Y ) form a groupoid, and so
5When we discuss anomalies in Part 2, we will see that in general quantum field theories the action is an element
of a hermitian line, but in finite TQFT there is no anomaly.
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we require that morphisms act as isomorphisms on the hermitian lines. In other words, the action
gives an equivariant hermitian line bundle over C(Y ). The quantum Hilbert space E(Y ) is usually
described as the vector space of invariant sections of this line bundle, with an L2 metric relative
to a measure on C(Y ). (In [F1] it is also described as the result of integrating the classical action
over C(Y ).) There is then a natural extension of (1.10) to manifolds with boundary.
The story proceeds analogously in codimension two. In codimension one we can say that the
classical action takes values in one-dimensional C-modules. The extension to a compact oriented
(n − 2)-manifold Z assigns to every field a one-dimensional K-module, which we term a K-line.6
Again morphisms in the groupoid C(Z) act in a natural way, and E(Z) is defined to be the K-
module of “invariant” sections. As the quotes indicate, we must be careful to interpret the notion
of invariance correctly. In codimension one, where the classical action on Y is a line bundle
over C(Y ), the set of invariants in the fiber at a field ϕ is either the entire fiber or zero, according
as the action of the automorphism group at ϕ is trivial or not. But in codimension two the fiber
is a category, not a set, so it is natural to interpret invariance under the automorphism group as
being a representation of the automorphism group on the fiber. Thus if we trivialize the K-line
at a particular field, the invariants under the automorphism group form the category of (finite
dimensional) representations of the automorphism group.
This construction of a TQFT from an extended notion of a classical action allows us to deduce
formally the axioms of the quantum theory from simple properties of the classical action and the
measure.
§1.4. Finite TQFT
Recall that the groupoids of fields in finite TQFT are determined by a finite group G and a finite
G-set S. On any compact spaceM the groupoid of fields C(M) is discrete with finite automorphism
groups, and on such a groupoid there is a natural counting measure: To each object ϕ ∈ C(M) we
assign the positive number
(1.11) µM (ϕ) =
1
#Autϕ
.
The counting measure clearly descends to C(M).
The classical action in the n-dimensional finite TQFT is determined by a cocycle B for an el-
ement in the equivariant cohomology group HnG(S;R/2πZ). Concretely, we fix a singular cocycle
of degree n with coefficients in R/2πZ on the total space of the bundle SEG → BG. The special
case B = 0 is already interesting and does not require the formalism explained in the next para-
graph. Only the cohomology class of B matters in the sense that an (n− 1)-cochain A determines
6In a unitary theory the K-lines have a “hermitian structure” but we will not be careful about it. In [F2]
K-modules (of arbitrary dimension) with hermitian structure are called “2-Hilbert spaces”.
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an isomorphism between the theory defined by B and the theory defined by B + δA. Notice, since
G and S are finite, that HnG(S;R/2πZ)
∼= Hn+1G (S;Z) for n ≥ 1.
To write the classical action we integrate singular cocycles over compact oriented manifolds.
What we need appears in [F1,Appendix], and as we explain later it is a special case of a more
general integration theory for differential cocycles [HS].7 We summarize briefly what we need.
Let M be a compact oriented manifold and b a singular cocycle of degree n with coefficients
in R/2πZ. In the simplest case, if M = X is closed (no boundary) of dimension n, then there is
a cohomological pairing of the cohomology class of b with the fundamental class [X] of X which
produces an element of R/2πZ. This is the integral of b over X. It is defined by evaluating b on
any cycle representing [X]. Now suppose instead that M = Y is closed of dimension (n− 1). Then
of course there is no cohomological meaning to the integral of b over Y . Instead, we claim that this
integral may be interpreted as a hermitian line as follows. Let F(Y ) be the category whose objects
are singular (n − 1)-cycles which represent the fundamental class [Y ]. Let a singular n-chain y
determine a morphism x→ x+ δy for all x. Hence F(Y ) is a groupoid which is connected—there
is a morphism between any two objects. Over F(Y ) we consider a hermitian line bundle whose
fiber at each object is C with its canonical metric, and such that a morphism defined by y acts
as multiplication by exp(i〈b, y〉), where 〈·, ·〉 is the pairing of cochains and chains. The hermitian
line exp(i
∫
Y
b) is the hermitian line of invariant sections of this hermitian line bundle over F(Y ).
An analogous construction defines a K-line exp(i
∫
Z
b) for M = Z a closed (n − 2)-manifold.
Namely, we attach the trivial K-line to each object of F(Z) and to each morphism use a slight
generalization of the previous construction to attach a hermitian line to each morphism in F(Z).
These lines act on K by multiplication (tensor product). Then exp(i
∫
Z
b) is the K-line of invariant
sections. There are similar constructions for manifolds with boundary using cycles which represent
the relative fundamental class.
Fix a cocycle B on SEG as above. To construct the classical action of finite TQFT on a compact
oriented manifoldM of dimension ≤ n, we use the category C(M) of triples (P, γ, φ), where P →M
is a principal G-bundle, γ : P → EG is a G-equivariant map, and φ : M → SP is a section. Let
γS : SP → SEG be the classifying map associated to γ. Then set
eiSM (ϕ) = exp
(
i
∫
M
φ∗γ∗SB
)
.
As explained in the previous paragraph for M closed of dimension n this is a complex number, for
M closed of dimension n− 1 it is a hermitian line, etc.
Appropriate functoriality and gluing laws for the classical action follow from elementary facts
about chains and cochains. It follows that (1.10) and the constructions which follow yield an
extended TQFT. This follows the physicists’ paradigm of the functional integral with two notable
7The theory of differential cocycles is one context in which “K-line” and its generalizations acquire a precise
mathematical meaning.
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exceptions: (i) we have extended the construction down to codimension two, and (ii) the functional
integrals here are over a finite measure space, so reduce to finite sums. We now analyze the theory
for n = 1, 2, 3.
§1.5. The One-Dimensional Theory
In general a one-dimensional TQFT attaches a Hilbert space E = E(pt) to a point, the identity
map to the closed interval, and the complex number dimE to a circle. So we need only identify E.
Recall that B is a cocycle for H1G(S;R/2πZ)
∼= H2G(S;Z). There is a natural equivalence of
categories between such cocycles and the category of G-equivariant hermitian line bundles over S,
so we fix such a hermitian line bundle L→ S. Recall from (1.7) that the groupoid of fields on pt is
equivalent to S with its G-action, so it follows that E is the space of invariant sections of L→ S.
The L2 metric is determined by the hermitian metric on L and the measure on S which assigns
to s ∈ S the inverse of the cardinality of the stabilizer subgroup of s.
In general the finite TQFT splits as a sum of theories over the orbits of the G-action on S.
For a transitive G-space S = G/H the cocycle which defines the theory is a character of H,
and the Hilbert space is zero unless the character is trivial, in which case it is one-dimensional.
It is instructive to compute the partition function of S1 in this case directly. One can identify
C(S1) ≈ H, and for the theory defined by the character χ (1.10) reduces to
Z(S1) =
∑
h∈H
χ(h) =
{
#H, χ trivial;
0, otherwise.
There is a variation of this theory where in addition to the cocycle B we also choose a cocycle
for an element of H0G(S;Z/2Z). This amounts to replacing the line bundle over S with a Z/2Z-
graded line bundle. The resulting quantum theory has a Z/2Z-graded Hilbert space. There are
corresponding generalizations in n = 2, 3 which we will not pursue here.
§1.6. Twisted K-Theory
The theories in n = 2, 3 dimensions involve K-theory in codimension two, as explained earlier,
and the cocycle B leads to a twisted form of K-theory. We digress to introduce twisted K-theory.
Twistings are common in ordinary cohomology. For example, a flat real line bundle over a
manifold T determines a twisting of its real cohomology. It can be easily described in de Rham
theory. Similarly, a local system over a space twists its integral cohomology. In algebro-topological
terms one can define twistings of any generalized cohomology theory. Briefly, such a theory is defined
by a spectrum R; the cohomology groups of a space T are the sets of homotopy classes of maps
from T into loop spaces of R. A one-dimensional twisting over T is a cocycle for H1
(
T ;GL1(R)
)
,
and this leads to a fibration of spectra over T with typical fiber R. Now if R is a ringed spectrum,
i.e., it leads to a multiplicative cohomology theory, then GL1(R) is the group of units in R, which
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is interpreted as a space, more precisely an H-group. One can deduce the units GL1(K) of K-
theory from results in [DK], [S1], [ASe], [AP]. The relevant units for our purposes comprise the
Eilenberg-MacLane space K(Z, 2) ∼ CP∞. Intuitively, if we think of K-theory as the category
of finite-dimensional complex vector spaces,8 then the subcategory of complex lines—that is, one-
dimensional complex vector spaces—is the collection of multiplicative units, where multiplication
is by tensor product.9 These twistings of K-theory over a space T are classified up to isomorphism
by H3(T ;Z).
The twisted K-theory depends on a choice of cocycle B, not just a cohomology class. We
use the notation K•+B(T ) to denote the K-theory groups of T twisted by B. Isomorphisms of
cocycles lead to isomorphisms of the corresponding twisted K-theory groups. Thus, H2(T ;Z) acts
as automorphisms on a twisted K-theory group K•+B(T ). More generally, K•+B(T ) is a (Z-
graded) module over K•(T ); the action of H2(T ;Z) is via its image in K•(T ) realizing a degree
two cohomology class as a complex line bundle.
The space of all sections of the bundle of spectra over T determined by B is a K-module whose
Grothendieck group is twisted K-theory. For the application to finite TQFT the space T is a finite
set and we will describe such K-modules in different terms. The K-theory spectrum has concrete
realizations, for example as spaces of Fredholm operators, and this leads to more concrete pictures
of twisted K-theory [A2], [BCMMS].
We encounter twistings of equivariant K-theory as well. Recall that for a compact Lie group G
the equivariant group K0G(pt) is isomorphic to the representation ring of G; the odd equivariant K-
theory of a point vanishes. The category of cocycles for the equivariant cohomology group H3G(pt)
is equivalent to the category of central extensions G˜ of G by the circle group T:
1 −→ T −→ G˜ −→ G −→ 1.
The twisted K-group K0+G˜G (pt) is then the set of equivalence classes of finite-dimensional Z/2Z-
graded complex representations of G˜ on which the center T acts by the standard representation.
It is a module over R(G). A heuristic model for KG is the category of all finite-dimensional Z/2Z-
graded representations of G. Then the category of finite-dimensional Z/2Z-graded representations
of G˜ on which the center is standard is a KG-module whose Grothendieck group is the twisted
equivariant K-theory.
8As we pointed out earlier, the classifying space of this category is not that of K-theory. Nonetheless, it is useful
as a heuristic approximation.
9If we pursue the variation mentioned at the end of the previous section, then we encounter another type of
twisting classified on a space T by H1(T ;Z/2Z). The corresponding group of all units—including those which lead
to K(Z, 2) above—is heuristically the subcategory of Z/2Z-graded lines in the category of Z/2Z-graded complex
vector spaces, where we use the latter as a heuristic model for K. There are other units in K-theory which have not
(yet?) appeared in quantum field theory.
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§1.7. The Two-Dimensional Theory
The Hilbert space E = E(S1) attached to the circle in a two-dimensional TQFT is a commutative
associative algebra with unit and inner product such that the trilinear form x, y, z 7→ 〈xy, z〉 is
totally symmetric. This structure, called a Frobenius algebra, is derived from the functional integral
over simple surfaces—spheres with disks removed. There are many accounts in the literature; [D] is
one of the earliest. For mathematical accounts, see [Sa], [Ab]. If this algebra is semisimple, as it
is in the examples we encounter, it can be diagonalized and then there is an explicit formula for
the partition function of an oriented surface. It is also true that the field theory is determined by
the Frobenius algebra. An extended two-dimensional TQFT, of the type we are considering, has a
more refined invariant: the K-module E = E(pt) attached to a point. Then E may be computed
in terms of E as
(1.12) E ∼= E ⊗ C,
where E is the Grothendieck group of E . Although (1.12) is a C-algebra, there is no natural K-
algebra structure on E . In particular, there is not necessarily a ring structure on E which induces
the C-algebra structure on E.
The starting data for finite TQFT in two dimensions is a cocycle B for H2G(S;R/2πZ)
∼=
H3G(S;Z). As explained above this gives a twisting of the G-equivariant K-theory of S. We
can interpret B as providing a K-line attached to each point of S together with a lifting of the
G-action, i.e., an G-equivariant K-line bundle over S. Indeed, this must be so to be consistent
with (1.7). Note that for S = pt the cocycle B assigns a hermitian line to each g ∈ G, since lines
are the units in K, and the action determines a group law on the union of the lines, which is a
central extension G˜ of G by T. The relationship between integral H3 and T-gerbes is explained in
many recent works, e.g. [B] and [H]. On the other hand T-gerbes are equivalent to K-lines, just as
T-torsors are equivalent to (hermitian) C-lines.
The K-module E is the space of invariant sections of this K-line bundle. Recall the notion of
“invariant section” explained earlier. At a point of S the action of the stabilizer group H ⊂ G
determines a central extension H˜ of H by T, and the K-module of invariant sections at that point
is the category of representations of H˜ on which the center acts by scalar multiplication. We can
describe an object in E more explicitly if, following [F1,§8], we identify the K-line attached to each
point of S with the trivial K-line. Then the action of G on the trivialized K-line bundle over S
attaches a C-line L(s,g) to every s ∈ S, g ∈ G. It acts by tensor product as a morphism from the
trivial K-line at s to the trivial K-line at g · s, and there is a composition law for the action. An
object of E is then a Z/2Z-graded complex vector spaceWs attached to each s ∈ S together with an
isomorphism L(s,g)⊗Ws →Wg·s for every s ∈ S, g ∈ G. For the theory with B = 0 this specializes
to the category of G-equivariant Z/2Z-graded complex vector bundles over S.
The Grothendieck group E of E is the twisted equivariant K-theory group K0+BG (S).
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The Hilbert space E attached to S1 may be computed directly from the description (1.8) of the
groupoid of fields on S1. Note that the action attaches a hermitian line L(s,g) to each pair (s, g)
with g · s = s; this line is a special case of the hermitian lines considered above, and since s is fixed
by g it does not depend on a trivialization of the K-line at s. The group G acts on the set P of
pairs (s, g) with g · s = s, and E is the space of invariant sections of the line bundle L→ P. Note
that P is a groupoid, and therefore there is a natural product on
(1.13) E ∼=
[ ⊕
(s,g):g·s=s
L(s,g)
]G
.
It maps L(s,g) ⊗ L(s′,g′) to zero unless s′ = s, in which case it lands in L(s,gg′). The product is not
imposed by hand, but rather is computed from the functional integral over the sphere with three
holes. (See [F1,§6] for the case S = pt and B = 0. Beware that the counting measure (1.11) figures
in the product, which therefore involves rational numbers.)
In case S = G/H cocycles B forH3G(G/H;Z)
∼= H3H(pt;Z) are equivalent to central extensions H˜
of H by T. Then E is the category of Z/2Z-graded representations of H˜ on which the center acts
by scalar multiplication, and by (1.12) E is the complexified Grothendieck group of equivalence
classes. The description (1.13) is via characters of representations, which are sections of the complex
line bundle over H associated to H˜ → H. The algebra structure is convolution. It is a semi-
simple algebra which, by classical results of Frobenius, is diagonalized by the equivalence classes
of irreducible representations. Notice that before complexification there is no product on the
Grothendieck group E of E (due to the rational numbers in the counting measure).
The theory with S = G, where G acts by conjugation, occurs as the dimensional reduction of the
n = 3 finite TQFT considered in the next section. In that case the cocycle for a class in H3G(G;Z)
is transgressed from a cocycle for H4G(pt;Z), and there is an integral ring which refines the complex
Frobenius algebra of the two-dimensional theory.
The theory with G = {1} is a finite version of the perturbative string model. The space S plays
the role of spacetime, and the cocycle B is the usual B-field of the theory. The category E plays
the role of the category of boundary states or D-branes in two-dimensional conformal field theories.
§1.8. The Three-Dimensional Theory
The K-module E = E(S1) attached to the circle in an extended three-dimensional TQFT has
additional structure due to the functional integral over spheres with disks removed. We summarize
all of this structure in the assertion that E is a Frobenius algebra over K.10 A Frobenius algebra
over K determines a three-dimensional TQFT [T1], much as a Frobenius algebra over C determines
a two-dimensional TQFT. The Grothendieck group E of E is a ring and is known as the Verlinde
10It usually goes by other names, such as modular tensor category. Of course, in a two-dimensional TQFT
functional integrals over the same spaces lead to the Frobenius algebra structure on the complex vector space E(S1).
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ring or Verlinde algebra of the three-dimensional TQFT. The Frobenius algebra associated to the
dimensional reduction of this theory to two dimensions is the complexification of the Verlinde
algebra.
The most well-known example of a three-dimensional TQFT is the quantum Chern-Simons
theory associated to a compact group G and a cocycle for a class in H4G(pt;Z). It was introduced
by Witten [W1] (for connected groups) and subsequently studied by many mathematicians. The
theory for finite groups G was studied in [FQ], [F1], and other places as well. It is exactly the
three-dimensional case of the finite TQFT described here for S = pt. In fact, the generalization to
arbitrary S does not produce anything new: if S = G/H we recover Chern-Simons theory on H.
Consider, then, the theory with S = pt and G an arbitrary finite group. An element of H4G(pt;Z)
determines a Chern-Simons functional on principal G-bundles over closed oriented 3-manifolds, and
the choice of a representing cocycle B leads to the extended classical action described earlier. In
particular, there is an equivariant K-line bundle over the groupoid C(S1) of fields on S1. Recall
from (1.8) that this is equivalent to a G-equivariant K-line bundle on G, where G acts on itself by
conjugation. It may be considered as a cocycle Bˆ for an element of H3G(G;Z), obtained from B by
a cochain version of the transgression
H4G(pt;Z) −→ H3G(G;Z).
Therefore E is the K-module of invariant sections, and its Grothendieck group, the Verlinde ring,
is a twisted equivariant K-theory group:
(1.14) Verlinde(G,B) ∼= K0+BˆG (G).
It was computed explicitly in [F1], but no connection was made there with twisted K-theory. The
main point of that paper was to use the extended notions of classical action and quantum invariants
to directly relate Chern-Simons TQFT with quantum groups, at least for finite gauge groups.
The connection (1.14) with twisted K-theory was realized recently, and it was natural to con-
jecture that (1.14) holds for all compact Lie groups G and cocycles B. There are different precise
mathematical definitions of the left hand side of (1.14). One possibility is the free Z-module gener-
ated by positive energy representations of a central extension (determined by B) of the loop group
of G endowed with the fusion product. The proof of (1.14) in this form is ongoing joint work with
Michael Hopkins and Constantin Teleman; see [F3] for further motivating remarks and sample
computations. Details will appear elsewhere.
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Part 2: Anomalies and Pfaffians of Dirac Operators
The geometric interpretation of the anomaly in the partition function of a chiral spinor field,
or chiral Rarita-Schwinger field,11 was developed in the mid 1980s. First, a link with the Atiyah-
Singer index theorem was discovered; see [AS4] for the first mathematical account. Witten’s global
anomaly formula [W3], together with Quillen’s work [Qn] on the determinant of the ∂¯-operator on
Riemann surfaces, inspired the development [BF], [F4] of a geometric structure on the determinant
line bundle of a family of Dirac operators. See [C], [Si2] for other interpretations and proofs of
Witten’s formula. The scope of mathematical and physical investigations into anomalies during
that period may be gleaned from the conference proceedings [BW].
In the past 15 years there have been many refinements, extensions, and variations of these ideas.
We begin here with a general picture of anomalies, explain why the partition function of a fermionic
field is anomalous, and give a formula for the anomaly in terms of K-theory. The expression of
the full anomaly—including its geometric structure—in differential K-theory is ongoing joint work
with M. Hopkins and I. Singer.
§2.1. Actions in Euclidean QFT
Consider an n-dimensional Euclidean quantum field theory formulated on a Riemannian n-
manifold X. For simplicity we take X to be compact; if it is not compact we need to impose
conditions on the fields at the ends of X. The space of fields C(X) is in general a groupoid, due to
possible gauge symmetries. As before, we denote the set of equivalence classes of fields by C(X).
We treat C(X) as if it is a smooth manifold. (In general there are singularities due to nontrivial
automorphisms in the groupoid, and in a more careful treatment they would be made explicit.)
The main character in a lagrangian field theory is the action SX . In some theories only the
exponentiated action12
(2.1) e−SX : C(X) −→ C
is defined; SX is then not a complex-valued function, but rather a function with values in the
quotient C/2πiZ. This suffices as the quantum partition function is defined by the formal expression
(2.2) Z(X) =
∫
C(X)
e−SX (ϕ) “dϕ”.
11The appendix, joint with Jerry Jenquin, explains some basics about the partition function of the Rarita-
Schwinger field. These are necessary for the proper computation of its anomaly. We remark that nonchiral spinor
and Rarita-Schwinger fields also have (global) anomalies.
12The Euclidean action (2.1) differs from (1.9), which models the action in Minkowski spacetime, by a factor
of i. See [F5,Appendix A] for a discussion of the Wick rotation which relates them. We have set ~ = 1, where ~ is
Planck’s constant.
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More generally, Euclidean quantum field theory consists of integrals of the exponentiated action
times local functionals on the space of fields, called correlation functions of the local functionals. For
ordinary quantum field theories C(X) is infinite-dimensional and much of the mystery of quantum
field theory is hidden in the symbol “dϕ”. For our purposes we treat “dϕ” as a measure on C(X),
so do not discuss the analytic issues hidden in (2.2). Instead, we focus on a variation of (2.1) which
leads to a geometric issue.
One cannot always define the exponentiated action as a complex-valued function. Rather, in
general it is a product
e−SX =
∏
i
e−S
(i)
X
where
e−S
(i)
X is a section of a geometric line bundle L
(i)
X −→ C(X).
By “geometric line bundle” we understand a complex line bundle endowed with a metric and
compatible unitary connection. The geometric line bundles L
(i)
X are part of the data of the classical
action. Thus
e−SX is a section of a geometric line bundle LX =
⊗
i
L
(i)
X .
The integral in (2.2) no longer makes sense, as we are attempting to sum a function which does
not take values in a fixed vector space. To complete the definition of the quantum theory we need
to specify
1X = a trivialization of LX .
The partition function is then
Z(X) =
∫
C(X)
e−SX
1X
(ϕ) “dϕ”,
which makes sense since the ratio e−SX/1X is a complex-valued function on C(X). We require that
1X be a geometric trivialization, i.e., it must trivialize both the metric and connection:
|1X | = 1
∇1X = 0.
This raises existence and uniqueness questions. The obstruction to finding a trivialization of LX
is called the anomaly of the exponentiated action e−SX . Notice that the collection of geometric
line bundles over X forms a groupoid; we denote the set of equivalence classes by Hˇ2(X). (The
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reason for this notation will emerge at the end of §3.5.) The set of equivalence classes of topological
line bundles is the integer cohomology group H2(X;Z), and there is a natural forgetful map
(2.3) Hˇ2(X) −→ H2(X;Z).
By definition the anomaly is the equivalence class of LX in Hˇ
2(X). More specifically, there is an
anomaly associated to each factor in the exponentiated action:
(2.4) Anomaly(e−S
(i)
X ) = [L
(i)
X ] ∈ Hˇ2(X).
We say the anomaly cancels if the total anomaly—the sum of [L
(i)
X ]—is zero. Sometimes there is a
canonical trivialization of the tensor product of some L
(i)
X .
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The equivalence class of a geometric line bundle L is determined by the holonomy around every
smooth loop in X. The holonomy around a contractible loop is determined from the curvature of L,
and the holonomy around a loop of finite order in H1(X) from the curvature and topological class
of L. Therefore, the topological class and/or curvature are often used as approximations to the
anomaly (2.4). In the physics literature the curvature is called the local anomaly and the holonomy
the global anomaly .
If the anomaly vanishes, then the set of possible trivializations 1X is a torsor for H
0(C(X);T),
the group of locally constant T-valued functions on C(X). (We may divide by the group of constant
functions, since an overall phase does not affect the quantum theory.) Just as the exponentiated
action e−SX is constrained by functoriality and locality, so too is the trivialization 1X . In particular,
there are gluing laws which relate trivializations on different manifolds. (See [W2] for an example
in which these constraints play a role.)
§2.2. The Partition Function of a Spinor Field
In Minkowski spacetime Mn a spinor field is a function ψ : Mn → S with values in a real14 spinor
representation of the Lorentz group Spin(1, n−1). The complexification SC carries a representation
of the complex spin group Spin(n;C) whose restriction to the Euclidean spin group Spin(n) is in
general not real. So in Euclidean field theory it makes no sense to impose a reality condition on the
spinor fields. Instead, the reality condition on spinor fields in Minkowski spacetime ensures that the
Euclidean partition function—the pfaffian of a Dirac operator—makes sense.15 The details depend
13An example occurs at the end of the appendix. A less trivial example is the Green-Schwarz anomaly cancellation
mechanism, in which case the canonical trivialization follows from the conjectural index theorem in differential K-
theory.
14The reality of S is essentially the requirement of CPT invariance.
15The fact that the pfaffian of the complexification of a real matrix equals the pfaffian of the matrix implies that
nothing is lost by complexification.
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on n (mod 8), so cry out for a unified treatment using the Bott periodicity of the orthogonal group
(or real Clifford algebras). We have yet to find a coherent picture along these lines.
Consider a Euclidean field theory on a compact Riemannian n-manifold X. We assume that X is
endowed with an orientation and spin structure. Then the choice of a real spin representation S in
Minkowski spacetime corresponds to fixing the rank of a vector bundle E in the Euclidean theory.
We consider spinor fields with coefficients in E. Either E is fixed to be the trivial bundle of the
specified rank, or E is variable in which case a connection on E is a field in the theory. The vector
bundle may carry a real (R) or quaternionic (H) structure or it may not be self-conjugate (C).
This depends on n (mod 8), as indicated in Table 1. In dimensions n = 2 and n = 6 there are two
vector bundles, corresponding to the fact that there are two inequivalent irreducible real spinor
representations of the Lorentz groups in those dimensions. Notice that the entries in Table 1 also
correspond to the reality conditions of the irreducible complex spinor representation in Lorentz
signature [De].
n (mod 8) vector bundle E
0 C
1 R
2 R⊕ R
3 R
4 C
5 H
6 H⊕H
7 H
Table 1: Reality conditions on E
For example, the Lorentz group in dimension n = 3 is isomorphic to SL(2;R) and up to isomor-
phism there is one irreducible real spin representation S, which has dimension 2. Thus any real spin
representation of the Lorentz group has the form S ⊗R E for a real vector space E. Its complexi-
fication SC ⊗C EC is a representation of the Euclidean spin group, which is isomorphic to SU(2).
As another example, in dimension n = 6 the Lorentz spin group is isomorphic to SL(2;H), and
there are two inequivalent irreducible 2-dimensional quaternionic spinor representations. The un-
derlying 8-dimensional real representations S1, S2 are irreducible, and any irreducible real spinor
representation has the form
(2.5) S1 ⊗R F1 ⊕ S2 ⊗R F2
for some real vector spaces Fi. Now the complexification of Si can be written as Ti ⊗W , where
Ti is a 4-dimensional complex vector space andW is the quaternions, thought of as a 2-dimensional
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complex vector space. Note that Ti carries a representation of the Euclidean spin group, which
is isomorphic to SU(4). Thus as a representation of the Euclidean spin group we identify the
complexification of (2.5) as
T1 ⊗C W ⊗C (F1)C ⊕ T2 ⊗W ⊗C (F2)C ∼= T1 ⊗C E1 ⊕ T2 ⊗ E2
for quaternionic vector spaces Ei whose complexification is W ⊗C (Fi)C.
A theory with a spinor field ψ often involves many other fields f . We assume that the spinor
field enters the action only16 through a term of the form
(2.6)
∫
X
1
2
ψDfψ.
The Dirac operator D depends on the metric on X and perhaps also a connection on E. The
metric and connection may be included among the fields f , or more generally depend on f . A
mathematical interpretation of (2.6) involves supermanifolds, since ψ is a fermionic field, but here
we only need know that the formal integral of the exponential of (2.6) over ψ is
(2.7) e−Sfermi(f) = pfaffDf .
This is a factor in the exponentiated effective action17 for the fields f . For fixed f (2.7) makes
sense as an element of a hermitian line
(2.8) Lfermi(f) = PfaffDf ,
and as f varies these lines fit together into a smooth geometric line bundle Lfermi, i.e., a hermitian
line bundle with unitary connection. The exponentiated effective action (2.7) is a section of Lfermi.
We recall the formal motivation for (2.7) as the integral of (2.6) over ψ. Replace ψ by a one-
dimensional real variable x and the quadratic form (2.6) by the quadratic form 1
2
λx2; then the
integral of the exponentiated action over x is
∫ ∞
−∞
dx e−
1
2λx
2 ∼ 1√
λ
.
In arbitrary finite dimensions λ is replaced by a quadratic form Q and the right hand side by a
multiple of 1/
√
detQ. (The measure is used to define the determinant of a quadratic form.) For a
16Higher degree polynomials in ψ are easily handled as perturbations and do not affect anomalies.
17The field on X may be written as an infinite dimensional (odd) vector bundle C(X) → Cbos(X); the fibers
are the fermionic fields, the base the bosonic fields (denoted f in the text). The effective action is obtained by
integration (2.2) over the fibers of this map.
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fermionic variable the answer is the reciprocal of the ordinary integral—it is the square root of the
determinant of Q, i.e., the pfaffian of Q.
In odd dimensions the pfaffian line bundle Lfermi = PfaffD carries a real structure, and the
metric and connection are compatible with it. Hence over a space of fields f parametrized by a
manifold T the line bundle Pfaff D is classified up to isomorphism by an element in H1(T ;Z/2Z).
In other words, in odd dimensions the curvature vanishes and the anomaly is topological. We
caution that this topological interpretation includes the real structure. The forgetful map which
omits the real structure is the Bockstein homomorphism
H1(T ;Z/2Z) −→ H2(Z;Z),
and the Bockstein of Lfermi equals the image of Lfermi under (2.3).
In even dimensions Lfermi is usually geometrical, so its equivalence class in Hˇ
2(T ) is not deter-
mined by passing to a topological cohomology group.
§2.3. Construction of PfaffD
As mentioned earlier there are different constructions of the pfaffian line bundle depending on
the dimension n modulo 8. We sketch the cases n = 1 and n = 2 as illustrative examples. A more
detailed discussion of the odd dimensional cases appears in [Si1] and [MW,§4.1]. In dimensions n ≡
0, 4 (mod 8) the pfaffian reduces to an ordinary determinant. An extra square root is required
for n ≡ 2, 6 (mod 8). These even dimensional cases are described in [F4] and the references therein.
We begin with a finite dimensional analogy. Let V be a finite dimensional vector space, real or
complex,18 and
(2.9) D : V −→ V ∗
a skew-adjoint operator: D∗ = −D. This means that under the isomorphism Hom(V, V ∗) ∼= V ∗⊗V ∗
the operator D corresponds to ωD ∈
∧2V ∗. Now the pfaffian of D vanishes if D is not invertible,
and the invertibility of D requires that V be even dimensional. Assuming dimV = 2r, we define
(2.10) pfaffD =
ωrD
r!
∈ Det V ∗,
where the determinant line of V ∗ is Det V ∗ =
∧2rV ∗. In this finite dimensional case the pfaffian
line PfaffD is DetV ∗, which is independent of D. The determinant detD : DetV → DetV ∗ is the
map on highest exterior powers induced from (2.9). It is the square of the pfaffian:
(pfaff D)⊗2 = detD ∈ (Det V ∗)⊗2.
18The real case is a model for the Dirac operator in dimensions 1, 5 (mod 8); the complex case for the Dirac
operator in dimensions 2, 6 (mod 8). Other finite dimensional models are relevant for the remaining dimensions.
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If V is real, and Det V ∗ is endowed with a metric (i.e. V has a volume form), then (Det V ∗)⊗2 is
trivial. In this case the determinant may be identified with a number, but not the pfaffian. Without
the metric there is a preferred contractible space of trivializations of (DetV ∗)⊗2, so in a family of
operators parametrized by a manifold T the line bundle (DetV ∗)⊗2 → T is topologically trivial.
The pfaffian line bundle Det V → T has order two.
The pfaffian and pfaffian line may be constructed for skew-adjoint Fredholm operatorsD (see [Qn],
[S2]). In this case the pfaffian line depends on D, not just on the underlying topological vector
space. The pfaffian line of a Fredholm operator does not carry a natural metric or connection.
A geometric family of Dirac operators parametrized by a manifold T is given by the following
data: a fiber bundle π : X → T with finite-dimensional fibers; a metric on the tangent bundle to
the fibers of π; a horizontal distribution on π, i.e., a distribution in TX complementary to the
relative tangent bundle T (X/T ) ⊂ TX; an orientation and spin19 structure on T (X/T ); and a
vector bundle E → X with connection. In addition we assume that the fibers of π are closed
(compact without boundary). Then the Dirac operator has discrete spectrum and the eigenvalues
grow in absolute value at a rate depending on the dimension. This leads to a well-defined heat
kernel and ultimately to geometric invariants.
Consider first the case where the fibers of π have dimension n = 1. The Dirac operator D is a
real skew-adjoint Fredholm operator, so there is a general construction of the pfaffian line bundle
in a family. However, we need a geometric line bundle, so must examine D in more detail. Relative
to appropriate trivializations we may identify D with the operator ddx + A, where A is a constant
skew-adjoint matrix and x a local coordinate. The spectrum is symmetric about the origin, and if
the operator is invertible20 the absolute value of the pfaffian, which is formally
(2.11) |pfaffD| =
∏
λ∈specD
|λ|>0
|λ|,
is defined using the heat kernel, or equivalently by analytic continuation of an appropriate ζ-
function [RS]. But the sign of the pfaffian is not defined. As we move in the parameter space we
encounter zeros in the spectrum, and as pairs of eigenvalues pass through zero the sign becomes ill-
defined. More precisely, suppose we look along a path in T which has an isolated zero, say at s = 0
for a parameter s along the path. Then to leading order |pfaff Ds| ∼ csk, where dimkerD(0) = 2k.
A smooth choice of a real-valued function pfaffD must change sign at s = 0 if k is odd and must not
change sign at s = 0 if k is even. Thus there is a smooth function pfaffD with absolute value (2.11)
19To construct complex Dirac operators a spinc structure suffices. In most cases we require a spin structure to
construct the pfaffian, though variations are possible in some situations.
20There is a mod 2 index, which is locally constant on T , which if nonzero guarantees the existence of a zero
eigenvalue. In that case the pfaffian is defined to be identically zero. This is analogous to the requirement in finite
dimensions that the dimension of the underlying vector space of a skew-adjoint operator be even.
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if and only if for each loop (with appropriate transversality) the total number of pairs of eigenvalues
which cross zero is even. The function which counts such zeros is an element of H1(T ;Z/2Z).
A construction which yields a smooth line bundle PfaffD → T and a section pfaffD proceeds as
follows. For each nonnegative real number a let Ua ⊂ T be the subset of parameter values t ∈ T for
which ±a /∈ specDt. Over Ua there is a finite dimensional real vector bundle Va → Ua whose fiber
at t ∈ T is the sum of eigenspaces ofDt for eigenvalues of absolute value less than a. ThenD restricts
to a family of skew-adjoint operators on Va, so the finite dimensional construction yields a real line
bundle La → Ua with a section. There is a natural isomorphism La ∼= Lb over Ua∩Ub, which is the
pfaffian of D restricted to the sum of eigenspaces for eigenvalues of absolute value between a and b,
and the sections of La and Lb agree under this isomorphisms. These isomorphisms patch La → Ua
into a smooth line bundle PfaffD → T and the sections into a smooth section pfaffD. One uses
the zeta function regularization of (2.11) to construct a metric on PfaffD; see [Q], [BF], [F4]. A
real line bundle with a metric has a unique compatible connection. The topological equivalence
class of PfaffD in H1(T ;Z/2Z) agrees with that in the previous paragraph.
Now consider the case n = 2, so a family of compact oriented spin Riemannian surfaces
parametrized by T . Such surfaces have a complex structure and also a square root K1/2 of
the canonical bundle. The (chiral) Dirac operator D is identified with the ∂¯ operator coupled
to K1/2 ⊗ E:
D = ∂¯(K1/2 ⊗ E) : Ω0,0(K1/2 ⊗ E) −−−−→ Ω0,1(K1/2 ⊗ E)∥∥∥ ∥∥∥
Ω1/2,0(E) −−−−→ Ω1/2,1(E)
The domain and codomain are naturally dual—the duality pairing is the integral of the product—
and by Stokes’ theorem the Dirac operator is skew-adjoint. This family of complex skew-adjoint
Fredholm operators determines a complex Pfaffian line bundle over T , but without a metric and
connection. For a geometric construction we use a covering
{
Ua
}
ta>0 of T as above, where now
Ua = {t ∈ T : a is not in specD∗tDt}.
As before, on Ua each Dirac operator D restricts to a skew-adjoint operator on the sum of
the eigenspaces of D∗D with eigenvalue less than a; the codomain is the corresponding sum of
eigenspaces of D∗D. These finite dimensional vector spaces are dual if the numerical index of the
Dirac operator vanishes; if not, then the pfaffian is identically zero. There is a patching construc-
tion of PfaffD with metric and connection. As before we use zeta functions to regularize infinite
products and infinite sums. Since PfaffD is complex, the connection does not follow automatically
from the metric, and more linear analysis is needed [BF], [F4].
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§2.4. Computation of the Topological Anomaly
Topological invariants of families of Dirac operators were thoroughly investigated by Atiyah
and Singer [AS1]. The papers of particular relevance are [AS2] and [AS3]. In even dimensions
the Atiyah-Singer index theorem gives a formula for the topological equivalence class of the line
bundle Lfermi in H
2(T ;Z). In odd dimensions it gives a formula for the topological equivalence
class in H1(T ;Z/2Z) of Lfermi with its real structure. Both are formulas in K-theory, or perhaps
in the more refined KO- and KSp-theories.21 The formula depends on n (mod 8), where n is the
dimension of the fibers of π : X → T , though the story for i (mod 8) is quite similar to the story
for i+ 4 (mod 8). We simply summarize the formulas here. In each case the formula is expressed
in terms of the equivalence class [E] of the vector bundle E → X in the appropriate K-theory
group and the pushforward π! in the appropriate K-theory constructed from the orientation and
spin structure on the fibers of π. Recall that E is real, complex, or quaternionic as indicated in
Table 1.
n ∼= 1 (mod 8). In this case E is real, so [E] ∈ KO0(X). Suppose n = 8r + 1. The equivalence
class of the pfaffian line bundle with its real structure is the image of [E] under the sequence of
maps
(2.12) KO0(X)
π!−→ KO−(8r+1)(T ) −→ H1(T ;Z/2Z).
One model for an element of KO−1(T ) is a homotopy class of maps T → O(∞), and there is a
universal class in H1
(
O(∞);Z/2Z) which defines the second map in (2.12).
n ∼= 2 (mod 8). In this case there are two real bundles E1, E2 over X, corresponding to the two
types of spinor fields in Minkowski spacetime. Then [Lfermi] is the image of [E1] − [E2] under the
sequence of maps
(2.13) KO0(X)
π!−→ KO−(8r+2)(T ) −→ H2(T ;Z).
This last map is properly called the pfaffian line bundle; it fits into a commutative diagram
KO−2(T )
Pfaff−−−−→ H2(T ;Z)
⊗C
y y×2
K−2(T )
Det−−−−→ H2(T ;Z)
21In low dimensions the K-theory formulas below may be expressed in cohomological terms, starting with a
characteristic class of the vector bundle E. For example, if n = 1 and we restrict to oriented bundles E, the K-
theory formula reduces to the pushforward of the second Stiefel-Whitney class of E in cohomology [FW,§5]. (There
does not appear to be a cohomology formula if E is not oriented.) For n = 2 there is a theorem along these lines
in [F4,§5] if E is a virtual bundle of rank zero and is oriented.
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n ∼= 3 (mod 8). [Lfermi] is the image of [E] under the sequence of maps
(2.14) KO0(X)
π!−→ KO−(8r+3)(T ) −→ H1(T ;Z) −→ H1(T ;Z/2Z).
The second map may be understood analytically as the exponential of πi/2 times the η-invariant;
of course, there is a topological interpretation as well. The analytic interpretation enters into the
definition of pfaffD (see [Si1]). The last map is simply reduction modulo two.
n ∼= 4 (mod 8). [Lfermi] is the image of [E] under the sequence of maps
(2.15) K0(X)
π!−→ K−(8r+4)(T ) −→ H2(T ;Z).
In this case pfaffD is simply the determinant of the Dirac operator coupled to E, and (2.15) com-
putes this determinant.
n ∼= 5 (mod 8). The next three cases may be related to the first three using Bott periodicity
KSP i ∼= KOi+4. Thus [Lfermi] is the image of [E] under the sequence of maps
(2.16) KSp0(X)
π!−→ KSp−(8r+5)(T ) −→ H1(T ;Z/2Z).
n ∼= 6 (mod 8). [Lfermi] is the image of [E1]− [E2] under the sequence of maps
(2.17) KSp0(X)
π!−→ KSp−(8r+6)(T ) −→ H2(T ;Z).
n ∼= 7 (mod 8). [Lfermi] is the image of [E] under the sequence of maps
(2.18) KSp0(X)
π!−→ KSp−(8r+7)(T ) −→ H1(T ;Z) −→ H1(T ;Z/2Z).
n ∼= 8 (mod 8). [Lfermi] is the image of [E] under the sequence of maps
(2.19) K0(X)
π!−→ K−(8r+8)(T ) −→ H2(T ;Z).
§2.5. Computation of the Geometric Anomaly
As mentioned several times, in odd dimensions the equivalence class of the anomaly Lfermi is
topological, so the Atiyah-Singer theorem suffices. But in even dimensions there is geometric
information, and one needs a geometric refinement of the Atiyah-Singer theorem to compute the
class of Lfermi in Hˇ
2(T ). The class is determined by the holonomy of Lfermi about all loops
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in T . Witten’s global anomaly formula [W3] expresses the holonomy in terms of exponentiated
η-invariants. See [BF], [F4] for the interpretation (and proof) in terms of determinant and pfaffian
line bundles, and [Si2], [C] for other interpretations and proofs. The curvature of Lfermi, or local
anomaly, has a local formula in terms of the curvature of the metric on X → T and the curvature
of E → T .
Just as there is a refinement of H2(T ;Z) to Hˇ2(T ), so too there are refinements of topological
K-theory groups Ki(T ) to differential K-theory groups Kˇi(T ). (There are similar refinements for
real and quaternionic K-theory, indeed for any generalized cohomology theory.) An ongoing project
with Michael Hopkins and Isadore Singer is designed to interpret invariants of geometric families of
Dirac operators as cocycles for differential K-theory. From this point of view a vector bundle with
connection is a cocycle for a differential K-theory class, and the sequences of maps in the previous
section have refinements in the differential version. The theory to be developed will imply that the
geometric anomaly (in even dimensions) is computed by the refined sequences of maps.
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Part 3: Abelian Gauge Fields
In §1.2 we met a finite version of gauge fields, namely principal bundles with finite structure
group. In this section we discuss principal bundles whose structure group is abelian. Furthermore,
they are endowed with a connection, which is usually called the gauge field or gauge potential .
In classical electromagnetism the gauge group is the translation group R, and the connection is
determined up to isomorphism by its curvature. As we recall this curvature, or field strength,
encodes the electric and magnetic fields. The entire classical theory may be expressed in terms of
the field strength; the gauge field plays only a formal role. On the other hand, in quantum theories
the gauge field is essential. Furthermore, the gauge group is R/qZ for an appropriate q ∈ R. This
compactification of the gauge group from R to R/qZ is equivalent to the quantization of electric
charge. Dirac’s argument for charge quantization depends on the existence of nonzero magnetic
current, which again is a feature of the quantum theory not found in classical electromagnetism.
This story can be told with some variations in arbitrary dimensions and with field strengths which
are differential forms of arbitrary degree. One particularly illuminating case, in which the geometry
is more apparent, is when the field strength has degree one. Then the “gauge field” is a (twisted)
map to the circle. In this case we illustrate concretely an anomaly in the electric coupling, which
occurs when there is simultaneous magnetic and electric current.
In higher degrees the gauge field is a differential geometric object—a generalized differential
cocycle—whose precise nature depends on the quantization law for charges.
In superstring theories it turns out that the appropriate quantization law for electric and mag-
netic Ramond-Ramond charges, as well as fluxes, is some form of K-theory. The electric coupling
anomaly in these cases is expressed in terms of differential K-theory. As explained in §2.5 fermion
anomalies are also (conjecturally) expressed in differential K-theory, so can potentially cancel an
electric coupling anomaly. Such a cancellation is termed the Green-Schwarz mechanism.
Different expositions of this material, and further information about the superstring examples,
is contained in [FH] and [F5]. Here we emphasize the elementary pictures which motivate that
work.
§3.1. Maxwell’s Equations
We work on a four-dimensional spacetime of the form M4 = E1 × N3, where (N3, gN ) is a
Riemannian manifold. We endowM with the Lorentz metric dt2−gN , where t is a (time) coordinate
on E1 and the speed of light is set to unity. Minkowski spacetime is the case N = E3.
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Classical electromagnetism involves four fields:
E ∈ Ω1(N) electric field
B ∈ Ω2(N) magnetic field
ρE ∈ Ω3c(N) electric charge density
JE ∈ Ω2c(N) electric current
Here Ωc denotes differential forms of compact support. Traditional texts identify E,B, JE with
vector fields and ρE with a function.
22 But the differential form language is more convenient and
leads to a better geometric picture. The classical Maxwell equations are
(3.1)
dB = 0
∂B
∂t
+ dE = 0
d ∗N E = ρE ∗N
∂E
∂t
− d ∗N B = JE
We reformulate these equations using differential forms on M with its Lorentz metric and corre-
sponding Hodge ∗ operator as follows. Set
F = B − dt ∧E ∈ Ω2(M)
jE = ρE + dt ∧ JE ∈ Ω3(M).
The electric current jE has compact spatial support. Maxwell’s equations (3.1) are equivalent to
the pair of equations
(3.2)
dF = 0
d ∗ F = jE .
As a consequence of the second equation we have
(3.3) djE = 0.
Equation (3.3) leads to conservation laws through the use of Stokes’ theorem.
There is a global condition (3.8) which needs to be added to (3.2) in the classical theory; we
discuss it below.
22This assumes that M is oriented. For simplicity we assume that spacetime M—and later in the Euclidean
version the Riemannian “spacetimes” X—are oriented. If not, then ρE , JE are forms twisted by the orientation
bundle. The vector field which corresponds to B is also twisted.
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Remark 3.4. There is an asymmetry in (3.2) which would be corrected if we postulate a magnetic
current jB ∈ Ω3(M) of compact spatial support and replace the first Maxwell equation with
(3.5) dF = jB .
In the classical theory there is no magnetic current, but the quantum theory allows for it and, as
we explain below, leads to the quantization of both electric and magnetic charge. If (3.5) were
admitted in the classical theory, it would obey the symmetry of electomagnetic duality :
F ←→ ∗F
jB ←→ jE .
There is a quantum version of this symmetry, but for the classical equations (3.2) it only holds in
a vacuum (jE = 0).
Let ιt : N →֒ M be the inclusion at time t. Then (3.3) implies that the de Rham cohomology
class
QE = [ι
∗
t jE ] ∈ H3c (N ;R)
is independent of t. It is called the total electric charge. If N is connected, then H3c (N ;R)
∼= R,
and the total charge is a real number. Notice that the second Maxwell equation (3.2) implies
(3.6) QE ∈ ker
(
H3c (N ;R) −→ H3(N ;R)
)
.
In particular, it vanishes if N is compact.
A typical source for electric current is a collection of charged particles. They may be fixed
background objects, too heavy to be affected by the electromagnetic field F , or may be dynamical
objects whose equations of motion are coupled to Maxwell’s equations. Let the worldlines of the
particles be a submanifold i : W 1 →֒ M . We don’t assume W is connected, so allow for several
particles, but do assume that for each t the intersection W 1 ∩ ({t} × N) is compact. Physically,
we should also assume that W is timelike, though this is not essential for the issues at hand. The
electric charges are specified by a locally constant function qE : W → R, that is qE ∈ Ω0(W )
with dqE = 0. The induced electric current may be written
23
(3.7) jE = i∗qE ∈ Ω3(M).
The most straightforward interpretation of (3.7) is as a distributional differential form—a de Rham
current—but we prefer to use a smooth representative to avoid illegal products of distributions.
23Various “twistings”, due to orientations or put in by hand, may be present in the fields; see the end of [F5,§2].
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Of course, this smoothing involves a choice. In any case the electric charge QE ∈ H3c (N ;R) is
independent of the choice. Notice that the current jE , which is a differential-geometric quantity,
encodes the positions, velocities, and charges of the individual particles, whereas the charge QE ,
which is a topological quantity, only encodes the total charge.
We can generalize this classical picture easily in two directions. First, we may replace N3 with a
Riemannian manifold Nn−1 of arbitrary dimension. Secondly, we may replace the electromagnetic
field F with a differential form of arbitrary degree d. There are corresponding changes in the
degrees of jE (and of jB in the quantum theory). We can go further and consider a collection of
forms F = (F1, . . . , Fk) of multidegree d = (d1, . . . , dk). But for the moment we continue with a
single field of degree d = 2 in n = 4 dimensions.
§3.2. The Action Principle for Electromagnetism
We treat Maxwell’s equations (3.2) asymmetrically to write an action principle. First, we need
to add to the first Maxwell equation the condition
(3.8) [F ] = 0 ∈ H2(M ;R).
Of course, for N = E3 this holds automatically, but for example if N = E3 \ {0} it is a nontrivial
condition. It ensures that all periods of F around 2-cycles in N vanish, which physically means
that there are no magnetic charges. As we already discussed magnetic charges are excluded in the
classical theory. It follows that there exist 1-forms A ∈ Ω1(M) such that
(3.9) F = dA.
Furthermore, the gauge field or gauge potential A is determined up to addition of closed forms.
The space of classical fields is then the quotient space
(3.10) Fclassical = Ω
1(M)
Ω1cl(M)
,
where Ωcl denotes closed differential forms. The differential d maps it isomorphically onto the space
of exact 2-forms, in other words to the space of electromagnetic fields F .
Remark 3.11. We can reformulate the gauge field in the language of principal bundles and con-
nections. Namely, take A to be a connection on a principal bundle over M whose structure group
is the real numbers R (under addition). The space of these connections up to equivalence is an
affine space based on Ω1(M)/dΩ0(M). The quotient by equivalence classes of flat connections is an
affine space based on (3.10). This is the correct space for classical electromagnetism; no “classical
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experiment” distinguishes between fields which differ by a flat connection. In the quantum theory,
however, there are such experiments (the Aharonov-Bohm effect).
Equation (3.9) ensures that the first Maxwell equation (3.2) is satisfied. The second Maxwell
equation is the Euler-Lagrange equation of the action
(3.12) S(A) =
∫
M
−1
2
dA ∧ ∗dA+A ∧ jE , A ∈ Ω1(M).
It is not the case that S is well-defined on the quotient (3.10). However, the integrand (lagrangian)
is well-defined up to an exact term. Namely, it follows from (3.6) that jE = dG for a global 2-
form G. (We can take G = ∗F for any solution F to the classical equations, but we do not need
G to solve any equations for this argument, which is topological in nature.) Then (3.12) may be
rewritten as
(3.13) S(A) =
∫
M
−1
2
dA ∧ ∗dA+ dA ∧G− d(A ∧G).
This shows that S depends only on dA, that is, the image of A in the quotient (3.10), up to an exact
term. That is all we require of an action in classical physics, as the Euler-Lagrange equations are
unaffected by exact terms.24 Now a straightforward computation shows that the Euler-Lagrange
equation of (3.13) is the second Maxwell equation (3.2).
§3.3. Dirac Charge Quantization
To write a quantum mechanical theory which incorporates electromagnetism—for example, the
nonrelativistic Schro¨dinger equation for a charged particle moving in a background electromagnetic
field—the gauge potential A, and not just the electromagnetic field F = dA, appears. This assertion
has an experimental basis, due to Aharanov and Bohm. Furthermore, it is an empirical fact that
nobody has written a quantum theory in terms of F alone; see [Fyn,§II-15-5] for a discussion.
Accepting the necessity of the gauge potential, the quantization of charge is based on: (i) the
existence of a system in which the magnetic current jB and electric current jE are both nonzero,
and (ii) the particular coupling of A to the electric current in the quantum theory.
We continue with standard electromagnetism on M4 = E1 × N3, and assume that N = E3 is
standard Euclidean space. Suppose there is a static magnetic monopole of magnetic charge qB at
the origin of space. We represent it as a magnetic current
jB = qB · δ
24The Euler-Lagrange equations are derived by considering compactly supported variations A˙ of A, and for these∫
M
d(A˙ ∧G) = 0.
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localized at the origin. Here δ is the distributional 3-form onM4 dual to the 1-manifold E1×{0} ⊂
E
1 × E3. The first Maxwell equation, modified as in (3.5) to incorporate magnetic current, is then
(3.14) dF = qB · δ.
We can no longer write F = dA globally on M ; the right-hand side of (3.14) is a local obstruction
to writing F = dA. Although it is eventually important to us to define the gauge field A on all of
spacetime, we first try to define it on subsets. For example, on E1 × (E3 \ {0}) there is no local
obstruction, but now there is a global obstruction
(3.15)
∫
S
F = qB,
where, say, S is the unit 2-sphere in {t} × (E3 \ {0}) for any t. Dirac eliminates this global
obstruction by introducing a ray R emanating from the origin 0 ∈ E3, a so-called “Dirac string”.
(A physical model is a semi-infinite solenoid.) Then A can be defined on E1× (E3 \R) and Dirac’s
argument is based on the premise that the string be invisible. In essence, it is based on the global
obstruction (3.15) due to H2
(
E
3 \ {0}) 6= 0. However one phrases the argument, there is a tension
between the necessity of a local gauge potential A in quantum theory and the global topological
obstruction to its existence as a 1-form.
Differential geometry provides a well-known relief of this tension. We emphasize, however, that
there is a choice25, and in other theories different differential-geometric constructions may enter at
this point. Namely, we take F to be the curvature of a connection A on a principal R/qBZ-bundle
π : P → E1 × (E3 \ {0}). Thus, A is a right-invariant form on P which satisfies dA = π∗F . The
global condition (3.15) implies that P represents the generator of H2
(
E
1×(E3\{0})). The classical
space of fields (3.10) is now replaced by the quantum groupoid of fields
Fquantum = category of principal R/qBZ-bundles with connection.
Morphisms are connection-preserving bundle isomorphisms. The space of equivalence classes Fquantum
fits into an exact sequence
0 −→ H1( · ;R/qBZ) −→ Fquantum −→ Fclassical −→ 0.
On the spacetime M = E1 × (E3 \ {0}) we have Fquantum = Fclassical, since the first cohomology
vanishes, but in general Fquantum is an extension of Fclassical by the equivalence classes of flat
25The choice is based partly on the form of the electric coupling in the theory, and partly on other physical
considerations (anomaly cancellation, for example). See §3.7 for a discussion about this choice for Ramond-Ramond
charges in superstring theory.
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connections. This fits the fact that flat connections can be detected in quantum mechanics, but
not in classical physics.
The Dirac quantization law follows from the requirement that the exponentiated electric coupling
(3.16) exp
(
i
~
∫
M
A ∧ jE
)
be well-defined. Here ~ is Planck’s constant, which appears in any quantum theory. This expression
is a factor in the exponentiated action which enters the functional integral formulation of quantum
mechanics and quantum field theory. The same expression appears in the exponentiated Euclidean
action, except that M = E1 × N is replaced by an arbitrary Riemannian 4-manifold X. In the
Euclidean framework, to which we now turn, A is a connection in an R/qBZ-bundle P → X. For
now we do not consider general electric currents jE , but rather the current associated to a “Wilson
loop” of electric charge qE . That is, suppose as in (3.7) that jE is qE times the Poincare´ dual to
an oriented 1-manifold W 1 ⊂ X, which we now assume is closed. Then (3.16) reduces to
(3.17) exp
(
i
~
qE
∫
W
A
)
.
We interpret the integral as the holonomy of A around W , which takes values in R/qBZ. Thus
(3.17) is well-defined if
(3.18)
qEqB
~
∈ 2πZ.
Equation (3.18) is Dirac’s quantization law.
The same conclusion may be derived in the nonrelativistic quantum mechanics of a particle of
charge qE on N = E
3 \{0}. The wave function of the charged particle is a section of the line bundle
associated to the representation
R/qBZ −→ T
x 7−→ exp
(
i
~
qEx
)
,
which is well-defined only if (3.18) is satisfied.
In either argument we see directly that the compactness of the gauge group immediately implies
the quantization of charge.
Summarizing, the argument for charge quantization appears in two stages. First, a nonzero
magnetic current jB alters the global nature of the gauge potential A. Second, the electric cou-
pling (3.17) forces a quantization law on the electric current jE , and so on the electric charge.
Observe that the global nature of A depends on the magnetic current jB , a result of which is that
the quantization law involves the product of magnetic and electric charges.
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§3.4. The Electric Coupling Anomaly
We begin to move away from the Maxwell theory toward more general abelian gauge fields.
From now on we work in the Euclidean framework, so over an oriented Riemannian manifold X.
(In fact, the Riemannian metric is irrelevant in this discussion, but still it is better viewed in the
framework of Euclidean quantum field theory.) We assume X is compact to avoid convergence
issues. Let X have arbitrary dimension n ≥ 2. The geometry of the anomaly is clearest for a single
field strength F of degree d = 1. Classically, then, F is an exact 1-form on X and the classical
gauge field
Aclassical ∈ Ω
0(X)
Ω0cl(X)
is a function up to locally constant functions.
In the quantum theory we admit a nonzero magnetic current jB , which is a closed 2-form on X.
The case dimX = 2 is easiest to visualize. Then let iB : WB →֒ X to be the inclusion of a finite set
of oriented points, and qB : WB → R the magnetic charges of these points. The induced magnetic
current jB = (iB)∗(qB) is qB times a smooth Poincare´ dual form to WB. Normalize
26 the magnetic
charges so that they lie in 2πZ:
(3.19) qB : WB −→ 2πZ;
then jB/2π has integral periods. Represent the magnetic current jB geometrically
27 by a principal
R/2πZ-bundle JB → X with connection whose curvature is jB . This is a refinement of the
differential form current jB , as jB does not determine JB up to isomorphism if H1(X;R/2πZ) 6= 0.
In the previous section we defined the gauge potential A outside the support of jB , and here we
begin similarly. Set X0 = X \ supp jB . Now the quantization condition (3.19) leads to the fact
that [jB/2π] ∈ H2(X;R) is in the image of integer cohomology. It is natural to assume that the
restriction of F to X0, which is closed, also has a cohomology class which is in the image of integer
cohomology. Then there exists a map
(3.20) A0 : X0 −→ R/2πZ
whose differential is F restricted to X0 and whose winding number about WB is given by qB/2π.
(These conditions are related by Stokes’ theorem.)
26There is a nontrivial restriction on the values of qB , namely that they be integer multiples of a nonzero real
number. If not, we would not be able to define the gauge potential, at least in this framework.
27This is a differential-geometric version of the construction of a holomorphic line bundle on a complex curve
from a divisor.
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Now we go further and define a gauge potential A on all of X. Namely, we define a gauge
potential to be a section
(3.21) A : X −→ JB
of JB. In other words, the gauge field is a trivialization of the magnetic current . This is a geometric
version of (3.5). In this picture the gauge field (3.21) is not a map to a fixed circle, as in (3.20),
but rather a map to a variable circle defined by the magnetic current. The existence of A forces
JB to be globally trivial, just as (3.20) forces [jB ] to vanish in absolute cohomology. Furthermore,
if we trivialize JB on X0, or even on X \WB, then the ratio of A to the trivialization is the gauge
field (3.20).
We emphasize that it is important that the geometric magnetic current JB be a particular bundle
with connection, not a class of bundles up to isomorphism. Otherwise, we could not talk about
trivializations. Further, once the gauge field is defined as a trivialization of the magnetic current,
then its geometric nature—in particular its integrality—is tied to that of the magnetic current.
We remark that this story goes through for n = dimX arbitrary, except that dimWB = n − 2 in
general.
Suppose now we have electric charges described as the inclusion iE : WE →֒ X of a finite set of
oriented points. The quantization law (3.18) asserts that the electric charge is ~ times a function
(3.22) qE : WE −→ Z.
The exponentiated electric coupling (3.17) takes the form
(3.23)
∏
w∈WE
exp(iA)qE(w).
If WE ∩ WB = ∅ we can use the trivialization to replace A by the R/2πZ-valued function A0,
defined on the complement of WB, and so define (3.23) as an element of T ⊂ C. Without using the
trivialization, we regard exp(iA) as an element of the fiber of the hermitian line bundle LB → X
associated to JB → X via the character x 7→ exp(ix) of R/2πZ. Then (3.22) is an element of
(3.24)
⊗
w∈WE
(LB)
⊗qE(W ).
We can imagine a theory in which the electric and magnetic sources WE and WB vary, perhaps
as functions of other fields. Then (3.24) determines a hermitian line bundle with connection over
any parameter space T of fields. As explained in §2.1, this line bundle is the anomaly in the
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exponentiated electric coupling. Note from (3.24) that it is in some sense the integral of the product
of the magnetic and electric currents, but where the currents are refined to differential-geometric
objects jˇB and jˇE . We write the anomaly in a family X → T as
(3.25) Lelectric = exp
(
2πi
∫
X/T
jˇB · jˇE
)
.
In this form it generalizes to more complicated situations.
§3.5 Generalized Differential Cocycles
We return briefly to the Hamiltonian formalism, so to a spacetime Mn = E1 ×Nn−1. Consider
now a general abelian field strength F ∈ Ωd(M) of multi-degree d = (d1, . . . , dk). Then the
currents jB ∈ Ωd+1(M) and jE ∈ Ωn−d+1(M) have corresponding charges QB ∈ Hd+1c (N ;R)
and QE ∈ Hn−d+1c (N ;R). We generalize Dirac’s quantization law (3.18) to postulate full lattices Γ
•
in real cohomology so that the charges QB, QE take values in Γ
•
c(N). The argument for this
follows the one presented in §3.3 for 2-form field strengths. Namely, the gauge field can only
be defined in QB is “quantized”, and then the electric coupling forces QE to be quantized as
well. In fact, the magnetic current and gauge field should be quantized by one lattice, and the
electric current by a lattice which is complementary in the sense that there is a duality pairing
which generalizes (3.18). However, to keep things simple we use the same lattice and postulate a
multiplication which implements the analog of (3.18).
The most natural lattice which comes to mind is
Γ
•
(N) = image
(
H•(N ;Z) −→ H•(N ;R)),
but this is not the only possible choice. Indeed, any generalized cohomology theory defines a full
lattice in real cohomology.
Remark 3.26. As an example, consider complex K-theory. Recall that the Chern character is a
ring homomorphism
ch : K0(X) −→ Heven(X;R).
The kernel is the torsion subgroup, and the image is a full lattice isomorphic to K0(X)/torsion.
A more canonical version maps to real cohomology with coefficients in K•(pt) ⊗ R ∼= R[[u, u−1]],
where deg u = 2:
(3.27) ch : K•(X) −→ H(X;R[[u, u−1]])•.
This is a homomorphism of Z-graded rings.
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It is natural, now, to refine the charges QB, QE ∈ Γ
•
c(N) to charges QB, QE ∈ Γ•c(N) in the
abelian groups, rather than in the groups mod torsion. This allows for torsion charges, and in any
case Γ(·) is better behaved than Γ(·)/torsion.
Remark 3.28. In all examples of which we are aware the lattice Γ
•
in real cohomology is defined
by a generalized cohomology theory, which furthermore is multiplicative. Locality in quantum
field theory suggests that Γ(X) should depend locally on X, and the Mayer-Vietoris property of
generalized cohomology theories is certainly an expression of locality. However, it seems possible
that Γ• may be defined as something other than a generalized cohomology theory.
Switch to the Euclidean setting and drop the support condition. The refinement jˇ of electric
and magnetic currents that we seek must encode both the integral charge Q ∈ Γ•(X) and the local
information of the differential form j ∈ Ω•cl(X). A first guess is the fiber product28
A•Γ(X) −−−−→ Ω•cl(X)y y
Γ•(X) −−−−→ H•(X;R)
Note that Q is the common image of Q and j in H•(X;R). But the naive fiber product of abelian
groups is not sufficient here. Rather, we need to take the fiber product in the sense of cohomology
theories. This gives a pullback diagram
(3.29)
Γˇ•(X) −−−−→ Ω•cl(X)y y
Γ•(X) −−−−→ H•(X;R)
in which the upper left-hand entry is the generalized differential cohomology . A generalized dif-
ferential q-cocycle is a triple (c, h, ω), where c is a cocycle for Γq, ω is a closed q-form, and h is a
(q − 1)-cocycle for real singular cohomology whose differential is ω − c. In other words, h is a ho-
motopy from c to ω. There are many possible cocycle models possible for topological (generalized)
cohomology, and they lead to different cocycle models for the differential theory. For a heuristic
exposition see [F5,§1]; for a detailed development see [HS].
Briefly, then, charge quantization is implemented by a choice of generalized cohomology theory.
The electric and magnetic currents jE , jB are lifted to generalized differential cocycles jˇE , jˇB .
The gauge field Aˇ is a trivialization of jˇB . The electric coupling is written using the product in
differential cohomology, and it has an anomaly computed by (3.25). This picture of abelian gauge
fields is explained in detail in [F5,§2].
28The coefficients should be Γ•(pt) ⊗ R, not simply R, but for simplicity we do not incorporate that into the
notation here.
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§3.6 Self-Dual Fields
Let Mn denote n-dimensional Minkowski spacetime, an affine space whose underlying vector
space V carries a metric of signature (1, n − 1). The Poincare´ group is the double cover of the
connected component of affine isometries of Mn. The corresponding double cover group of the con-
nected component of linear isometries of V is the Lorentz group. In relativistic quantum mechanics
a particle is an irreducible unitary representation of the Poincare´ group. We restrict to massless
representations, which may be described as certain function spaces on the positive nullcone N+ in
the dual space V ∗. The Lorentz group acts on N+, transitively if n ≥ 3, and the reductive part of
the stabilizer—the massless little group—is isomorphic to the compact group Spin(n−2). Massless
particles correspond to irreducible complex representations of Spin(n− 2).
Our interest is in the exterior power representations
∧p
. They factor through SO(n − 2), so
correspond to bosons. The Hodge ∗ operator gives an isomorphism
(3.30)
∧p ∼= ∧n−2−p,
so only the representations for p = 1, . . . ,
[
n−2
2
]
are distinct. If n = 4ℓ+ 2, n ≥ 6, the representa-
tion
∧2ℓ
splits into the sum of two irreducible representations
(3.31)
∧2ℓ ∼= ∧2ℓ+ ⊕∧2ℓ−
In quantum field theory there is a restriction on the total particle representation—the CPT theorem—
which for n even asserts that the representation of the little group must carry a real structure, which
is why we only consider the decomposition (3.31) for n ≡ 2 (mod 4). The irreducible representa-
tion
∧2ℓ
+ gives the self-dual particle;
∧2ℓ
− the anti-self-dual particle. For n = 2 the representation
∧0
is of course irreducible, but the positive nullcone N+ breaks into two orbits N+ = N+L ∪ N+R of
the Lorentz group, and the massless representation of Poincare´ corresponding to
∧0
breaks up as
a sum of two irreducible representations, one supported on N+L and one on N
+
R .
Free field theories onMn lead to particles by quantization: the space of solutions to the Poincare´-
invariant free field equations is a real symplectic vector space with a symplectic action of Poincare´.
Its quantization is the Hilbert space completion of the symmetric algebra of a unitary represen-
tation of Poincare´. This representation is the particle content of the theory. For example, the
classical Maxwell equations (3.2) with jE = 0 lead to the massless irreducible representation
∧1
.
(See [F6,Lecture 3] for one account.) More generally, we may consider a real d-form field strength F
on Mn which satisfies the free field equations
(3.32) dF = d ∗ F = 0.
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This free system has a lagrangian description in terms of a gauge potential A up to gauge transfor-
mations; the relevant quotient space of fields is (3.10) with 1-forms replaced by (d− 1)-forms. The
particle content of the corresponding quantum system is the massless representation
∧d−1
. The
symmetry (3.30) of particles corresponds to the electromagnetic duality symmetry
F ←→ ∗F
of the classical field equations (3.32)—see Remark 3.4.
Specialize to n = 4ℓ+ 2 and d = 2ℓ+ 1. Then the Hodge ∗ fixes the space Ω2ℓ+1(M) of d-forms
on Mn, and since ∗2 = 1 we have a decomposition
Ω2ℓ+1(Mn) ∼= Ω2ℓ+1+ (Mn)⊕ Ω2ℓ+1− (Mn)
This induces a decomposition of the space of solutions to (3.32) into a direct sum of two symplectic
subspaces, each invariant under Poincare´, so each giving a free relativistic classical mechanical
system in its own right. In fact, the quantization of these systems give the irreducible massless
representations
∧2ℓ
± of Poincare´. (For n = 2 we obtain the representations supported on N
+
L , N
+
R .)
In other words, the classical systems which correspond to (anti-)self-dual particles are the (2ℓ+1)-
forms which satisfy (3.32) and
(3.33) F = ± ∗ F.
In §3.2 we explained how the field equations (3.32) arise from an action principle on gauge po-
tentials. Unfortunately, there is no straightforward Poincare´-invariant lagrangian theory which also
gives the (anti-)self-duality equation (3.33). This is not a handicap for the classical theory—the
field equations contain all the information—but leads to an extra complication in the Euclidean
version of the quantum theory. Namely, to define Euclidean correlation functions on arbitrary
Riemannian manifolds, there is an extra piece of data which is needed [W5]. It is best expressed
as a quadratic refinement of the bilinear form (3.25) on electric and magnetic currents. Dirac
quantization enters as for any gauge field, so the quadratic form is best described in the language
of generalized differential cocycles. Note that for (anti-)self-dual fields the magnetic current de-
termines the electric current, and the Euclidean partition function on X depends on this single
current. A precise geometric formula for this partition function and its anomaly is still lacking in
general.
§3.7 Ramond-Ramond Charge and K-Theory
The physically correct choice of a generalized cohomology theory Γ for the quantization of charge
is motivated by many different considerations in the quantum theory. We illustrate this in Type II
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superstring theory, where integer cohomology quantizes Neveu-Schwarz (NS) charge and complex
K-theory quantizes Ramond-Ramond (RR) charge. Variations of these arguments occur in other
superstring theories.
We work with the field theory approximation to the low energy limit of Type II superstring
theory. The first step is the quantization of the free superstring [d’H,§7.8] on Mn. The massless
particles which occur include exterior power representations
∧p of the little group Spin(8). As
explained in §3.6 they are obtained by quantizing differential form fields. Specifically, there is a
3-form NS field strength and there are RR field strengths of various degrees. In Type IIA these
have degrees 2 and 4; in Type IIB the degrees are 1, 3, and 5+, where the subscript indicates that
the field is self-dual. (The self-dual field corresponds to the representation
∧4
+ of Spin(8).) We
need to specify the appropriate Dirac quantization condition for these gauge fields. We work in the
Euclidean theory, so on a Riemannian 10-manifold X.
We begin with the NS 2-form gauge potential, which we denote B. It turns out that the correct
quantization condition is integer cohomology. In other words, in the absence of magnetic current
B is lifted to a cocycle Bˇ for the ordinary differential cohomology group Hˇ3(X). There are a
few justifications for using integer cohomology here. First, the B-field has an electric coupling of
the form (3.17). The fundamental string is represented by a map φ : Σ → X of a closed oriented
surface Σ to X, and the exponentiated electric coupling is
(3.34) exp
(
i
2πα′~
∫
Σ
φ∗B
)
,
where α′ is the Regge slope. Comparison with (3.17) shows that the electric NS charge of the
fundamental string is qE = 1/(2πα
′). Now Σ carries a fundamental class in integer cohomology,
and this allows us to lift (3.34) to an integral of an ordinary differential cocycle Bˇ:
(3.35) exp
(
i
2πα′~
∫
Σ
φ∗Bˇ
)
.
This simple form of the electric coupling is the first rationale for using integer cohomology to
quantize the NS charge; it is not clear how to write (3.35) with other differential cohomology
theories. This electric coupling occurs in the worldsheet theory, where Bˇ is a background field and
φ a dynamical field. In the strong coupling limit of Type II superstring theory there can be a fixed
background source φ :W →֒ X for the dynamical field Bˇ, which is more in keeping with the context
of (3.17). In that situation the dual magnetically charged object is the NS 5-brane, whose magnetic
charge is an integer multiple of (2π)2α′~, in accordance with (3.18). This quantization of charge
is consistent with the form of classical 5-brane solutions to supergravity [CHS,§6], [P1,§§14.1,14.4],
and provides further confirmation that integer cohomology is the correct choice of quantization law
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for the B-field.29 Another piece of evidence that integer cohomology is correct involves twistings
of RR-fields, as explained below.
We turn now to the RR gauge fields, where the correct quantization is provided by complex
K-theory if the NS Bˇ-field vanishes. Before reviewing physical arguments for this, we interpret the
statement mathematically in terms of differential K-theory. (Compare [MW,(2.17)].) The first step
is to introduce electromagnetic duals to the minimal set of differential form fields. So we postulate
inhomogeneous RR field strengths
G′ =
{
G2 +G4 +G6 +G8, Type IIA;
G1 +G3 +G5 +G7 +G9, Type IIB,
where Gd is a differential form of degree d. In the classical theory onM
10 we impose the self-duality
equation G′ = ∗G′, but in the Euclidean quantum theory on a Riemannian 10-manifold the self-
duality condition is manifest by using a certain quadratic form in the definition of the partition
function (see §3.6). It is convenient to redefine the RR field strength to be homogeneous. Recalling
from Remark 3.26 the inverse Bott element u ∈ K2(pt), we set
G =
{
u−1G2 + u
−2G4 + u
−3G6 + u
−4G8, Type IIA;
u−1G1 + u
−2G3 + u
−3G5 + u
−4G7 + u
−5G9, Type IIB,
Then degG = 0 in IIA and degG = −1 in IIB. In the absence of current, then, the refined gauge
field Cˇ is a cocycle for an element of Kˇ•(X), where • = 0 in IIA and • = −1 in IIB. Note that the
defining pullback square (3.29) for differential K-theory is
Kˇ•(X) −−−−→ Ωcl
(
X;R[[u, u−1]]
)•y y
K•(X) −−−−→ H(X;R[[u, u−1]])•
The bottom map is the Chern character (3.27). The current jˇ is a cocycle of one degree higher
than Cˇ; if it is nonzero, then Cˇ is a trivialization of jˇ.
One indication that K-theory is the correct cohomology theory to quantize RR charge is the
form of RR-charged objects. These are D-branes; see [P2], [P1,§13] for a review. Geometrically,
a D-brane in the Euclidean theory is a submanifold i : W →֒ X of codimension r together with a
complex vector bundle Q→ W and unitary connection. In Type IIA the codimension r is odd, in
29Contrast to the D-branes which couple to the RR gauge fields. In that case the charge is represented by a
complex vector bundle on the D-brane, not by an integer, and this bundle appears in the electric coupling. The low
energy fluctuations of the NS 5-brane include a gauge field living on the brane, but it is not involved in the electric
coupling.
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Type IIB it is even. The vector bundle Q is analogous to the function (3.22) in electromagnetism;
it encodes the charge carried by the D-brane. Physicists refer to rankQ as the number of D-branes,
so a single D-brane comes with a line bundle and unitary connection, that is, a 1-form gauge field
quantized by integer cohomology. We allow virtual bundles as well; negative rank corresponds to
D-antibranes. One motivation for the vector bundle Q → W is the Chan-Paton construction in
open string theory [d’H,§2.11]. The important point for us is the coupling of the D-brane to the
RR gauge potential C involves the gauge field on the brane. This was discussed in several papers,
for example [GHM], [MM], [CY]. In particular, motivated by the presence of the Aˆ-genus in the
differential form expression of the coupling, Minasian and Moore [MM] suggested the K-theory
formula for RR charge. It is important to note that this coupling has the standard form (3.17)
when the RR gauge potential is lifted to a differential K-theory cocycle Cˇ:
exp
(
i
2~
∫
W
u−[
r
2 ] Cˇ · Qˇ
)
.
Here the bundle Q→ W with its connection gives rise to a differential K-theory cocycle Qˇ whose
complex conjugate is Qˇ. The factor of 1/2 is inserted since Cˇ is self-dual, and the correct interpreta-
tion involves the quadratic form mentioned above.30 The RR charge of the D-brane is u−[
r
2 ]i∗[Q],
where i∗ : K
0(W ) → Kr(X) is the pushforward, which is defined if the normal bundle to W is
oriented and spinc. In fact, there is a fermion anomaly in the perturbative open string [FW] which
shows that for rankQ = 1 the line bundle Q should be interpreted in terms of spinc structures.
(In general one must interpret it in twisted K-theory.) This anomaly, which fits the orientation
condition for K-theory, is yet another piece of evidence for the quantization condition.
A rather different piece of evidence was put forth by Witten [W4]. He exhibited objects in
superstring theory with torsion RR charge which naturally live in K-theory (rather than integer
cohomology, for example). His examples lie in Type I, but Type I may be constructed from Type II
and so his examples are also relevant for understanding Type II. Furthermore, Witten gave several
formal arguments for K-theory and also showed that Sen’s brane-antibrane annihilation [Se] may
be interpreted as the difference construction in K-theory.
The choices of integer cohomology to quantize the NS Bˇ-field and K-theory to quantize the
RR Cˇ-field fit together if both are nonzero. Namely, the Bˇ-field provides a twisting of differential
K-theory, and the Cˇ-field lives in this twisted theory. First, topologically a cocycle for H3(X)
defines a twisting of K-theory, and if [Bˇ] ∈ H3(X) is nonzero then the RR charge lives in this
twisted K-theory. There is a more refined statement on the level of differential cohomology: Cˇ is
a Bˇ-twisted differential K-theory cocycle. We remark that the mathematical groundwork for these
twisted theories has not yet been fully developed. Also, these assertions about twisted (differential)
K-theory enter the anomaly considerations to which we now turn.
30The notion of a lagrangian for self-dual fields is itself only a schematic for the definition of the partition function;
see the end of §3.6.
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The Type II theories on a 10-manifold are believed to be anomaly-free. For Type IIA this is easily
proved, since both chiralities of fermion occur and so the fermion anomalies cancel by an elementary
argument; see the footnote preceding (A.29). In Type IIB the local fermion anomalies cancel the
local anomaly in the self-dual RR gauge field, that is, the total partition function is a section of a
line bundle with zero curvature. However, as mentioned at the end of §3.6, there is not yet a precise
definition of the partition function of the self-dual field which demonstrates a cancellation of global
anomalies, i.e., which demonstrates that the line bundle has no holonomy (and even better has a
canonical flat section of unit norm). Nevertheless, that K-theory quantizes the RR gauge field must
enter into the eventual argument. What has been worked out are the additional anomalies due to
a D-brane [FH], [MW]. Here the electric coupling anomaly (3.25) cancels a fermion anomaly (2.8).
The formulas for both live, at least conjecturally, in differential K-theory, and if the RR gauge field
were lifted to a different generalized differential cohomology theory this argument would not work.
Similar reasoning indicates that in any situation where this Green-Schwarz mechanism cancels
fermi anomalies against and electric coupling anomaly, the gauge field will be quantized by a
cohomology theory which, if not some form of K-theory, at least maps to it.
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Appendix: The Partition Function
of Rarita-Schwinger Fields
Daniel S. Freed
Jerome A. Jenquin
This appendix grew out of a concrete question: Why for the computation of anomalies is the
Rarita-Schwinger field on an even dimensional manifold X treated as a spinor field coupled to the
virtual bundle TX − 1, whereas in 11 dimensional M-theory it is treated as a spinor field coupled
to TX − 3? The perturbative anomaly computation in even dimensions is explained in [AgW],
and the statement in 11 dimensions appears in [DMW,(2.7)]. Here we analyze general Rarita-
Schwinger fields from first principles. First, we quantize the free classical Rarita-Schwinger field
on Minkowski spacetime to obtain particle representations of the Poincare´ group. There are three
different classical theories we consider, and they lead to different particle content. The first of these
generalizes neatly to Euclidean field theory, and using it we define the Rarita-Schwinger partition
function. This leads to the anomaly computations cited above.
The material here is well-known to physicists. Our notation follows the treatments in [DF,§3]
and [F6,Lecture 3] of scalar, spinor, and 1-form fields.
§A.1. Quantization of Spinor Fields: Review
Let Mn denote n-dimensional Minkowski spacetime. It is an affine space modeled on a vector
space V equipped with a Lorentz metric g of signature (1, n − 1). Fix a basis {eµ} of V and dual
basis {eµ} of V ∗. These give rise to coordinates on Mn, so partial derivatives ∂µ. Let |dnx| denote
the density induced from the metric. When we take Fourier transforms below we choose a basepoint
of Mn to identify it with V ; then the Fourier transform is a function on V ∗. Let N ⊂ V ∗ be the
cone of null covectors, and N+ ⊂ N a distinguished component of N \ {0}. (This gives a notion of
positive energy.)
Let Spin(V ) denote the connected Lorentz spin group. We develop the theory for an arbitrary
finite-dimensional real spinor representation S of Spin(V ). It is a fact [De,Chapter 6] that for any S
there exist symmetric pairings
Γ: S∗ ⊗ S∗ −→ V
Γ˜ : S ⊗ S −→ V
which satisfy a Clifford relation. Fix bases {fa} of S and dual basis {fa} of S∗. Then the Clifford
relation reads
ΓµabΓ˜
νbc + ΓνabΓ˜
µbc = 2gµνδca,
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where gµν is the inverse metric g−1 on V ∗. Put differently, Γ, Γ˜ determine Clifford multiplications
(A.1)
c : V ∗ −→ Hom(S, S∗)
c : V ∗ −→ Hom(S∗, S)
which satisfy
(A.2) c(k)c(ℓ) + c(ℓ)c(k) = 2g−1(k, ℓ), k, ℓ ∈ V ∗.
Thus S ⊕ S∗ is a real Clifford module for the Clifford algebra Cliff(V ∗, g−1).
Spinor fields and Rarita-Schwinger fields are odd in the sense of Z/2Z-graded geometry. Let
ΠS denote the odd vector space which is the parity-reversal of S.31 Then a spinor field is a
function
(A.3) ψ : Mn −→ ΠS.
The lagrangian is the symmetric (in the graded sense) bilinear form based on the Dirac operator:
(A.4) L =
1
2
ψD/ψ |dnx| = 1
2
Γ˜µabψa∂µψb |dnx|.
Now the Fourier transform of (A.3)
ψˆ : V ∗ −→ ΠSC
lands in the complexified spin space and satisfies the reality condition
(A.5) ψˆ(−k) = ψˆ(k).
The equation of motion derived from (A.4) is the Dirac equation
(A.6) c(k)ψˆ(k) = Γ˜µabkµψa(k)fb = 0.
If |k|2 6= 0 we apply c(k) to (A.6) to deduce that ψˆ is supported on the nullcone N . Define a
complex vector bundle S′ → N \ {0} by
(A.7) S′k = ker
(
c(k) : SC → S∗C
)
, |k|2 = 0, k 6= 0
31More precisely, ΠS = Codd ⊗ S, where Codd is a fixed odd line.
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Typically this is a bundle of rank 12 dimS, though there are exceptions in n = 2 dimensions.
Using (A.6) we identify32 the space of classical solutions with the space of sections of ΠS′ → N \{0}
which satisfy the reality condition (A.5). The lagrangian determines a symplectic structure on this
vector space.
Quantization proceeds by complexifying the symplectic space of solutions—so dropping the re-
ality condition—and then considering the lagrangian subspace of sections supported on N+ ⊂ N .
This is a unitary representation of the Poincare´ group called the one-particle Hilbert space; the full
quantum Hilbert space is the completion of its symmetric algebra (in the graded sense).
We describe the bundle S′ → N+ more explicitly as follows. Introduce the real vector bundle
V ′ → N+ of rank n− 2 whose fiber at k ∈ N+ is
V ′k =
k⊥
R · k .
The Lorentz group Spin(V ) acts on N+ and there is a lifted action on the bundles V ′, S′. The
subgroup of Spin(V ) which stabilizes k has a reductive part which is Spin(V ′k), also known as
the “little group”. It is isomorphic to the compact spin group Spin(n − 2). These groups fit
together to form a bundle of groups Spin(V ′) → N+. Then S′k is a complex spin representation
of Spin(V ′k), and the associated unitary representation of Poincare´ is called a massless spin 1/2
particle. (See [De,Chapter 5] for more about the representation S′.) Depending on S this may or
may not be irreducible, so is better called a collection of spin 1/2 particles. The complexification
of V ′ → N+ is also associated to a unitary representation of Poincare´, irreducible if n ≥ 3, called
the spin 1 particle.
§A.2. Quantization of Rarita-Schwinger Fields: First Approach
Continuing the discussion of particles in relativistic quantum mechanics, we first describe a
spin 3/2 particle. As in (A.7) define a complex vector bundle S′′ → N+ by
S′′k = ker
(
c(k) : S∗C → SC
)
, k ∈ N.
Then Clifford multiplication (A.1) induces a map
(A.8) c′ : V ′ ⊗ S′ −→ S′′
which is equivariant for Spin(V ′). Set R′ = ker c′. The sections of the odd Spin(V )-equivariant
complex vector bundle ΠR′ → N+ form a unitary representation of the Poincare´ group which rep-
resents a collection of spin 3/2 particles. (Again, depending on S it may or may not be irreducible.)
32Throwing out k = 0 does not cause problems if n ≥ 3, but leads to special considerations in dimension n = 2.
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It is useful to note that there is a splitting of (A.8):
S′′ −→ V ′ ⊗ S′
safa 7−→ 1
n
gµνΓ
µ
abs
aeν ⊗ f b.
Thus we have a decomposition
(A.9) V ′ ⊗ S′ ∼= R′ ⊕ S′′
as Spin(V )-equivariant complex vector bundles over N+.
A Rarita-Schwinger field is a fermionic field
χ : Mn −→ V ∗ ⊗ΠS.
We write χ = χµe
µ = χµae
µ⊗ fa, where χµ ∈ ΠS and χµa ∈ ΠR. The first lagrangian we consider
generalizes (A.4):
(A.10) L =
1
2
χD/χ =
1
2
Γ˜µabgνρχνa∂µχρb.
Note the factor of the inverse metric to absorb the vector index on χ. The associated Euler-Lagrange
equation, written on the Fourier transform, is
(A.11)
(
id⊗ c(k))χˆ(k) = Γ˜µabkµχˆρa(k)fb = 0.
As before we conclude that χˆ is supported on the nullcone N . Polarize—drop the reality condition
and restrict to N+ ⊂ N—to obtain the space of sections of V ∗
C
⊗ ΠS′ → N+. Now the Spin(V )-
equivariant vector bundle V ∗ → N+ decomposes as the sum of V ′ and a rank 2 trivial bundle.
Hence, using (A.9) we see that the one-particle Hilbert space of the theory is the space of sections
of
(A.12) Π
(
R′ ⊕ S′′ ⊕ S′ ⊕ S′) −→ N+.
In other words, the particle content of the theory is a collection of spin 3/2 particles based on R′,
a collection of spin 1/2 particles based on S′′, and two collections of spin 1/2 particles based on S′.
Remark A.13. To obtain a collection of pure spin 3/2 particles we need to “subtract” off the spin 1/2
particles in (A.12). There are various mechanisms to do so. Our interest is in the Euclidean partition
function, and it is in that context that we isolate the spin 3/2 particles.
Remark A.14. There is an analogous quantization of a 1-form field on Minkowski spacetime which
leads to a spin 1 particle and two spin 0 particles. The more usual quantization of 1-forms uses a
gauge symmetry to avoid the spin 0 particles. We give the analogous treatment of Rarita-Schwinger
fields in the next section.
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§A.3. Quantization of Rarita-Schwinger Fields: Second Approach
We begin with some linear algebra. Recall from (A.1) that S ⊕ S∗ is a real Clifford module
for Cliff(V ∗). As a real vector space Cliff(V ∗) is isomorphic to
∧•
(V ∗), so there is an induced map
c(3) :
∧3V ∗ −→ End(S ⊕ S∗)
which exchanges S and S∗. From the Clifford identity (A.2) it follows that for k1, k2, k3 ∈ V ∗ we
have
(A.15) c(3)(k1 ∧ k2 ∧ k3) = c(k1)c(k2)c(k3)− 〈k1, k2〉c(k3) + 〈k1, k3〉c(k2)− 〈k2, k3〉c(k1),
where we write 〈·, ·〉 for the inverse metric on V ∗.
We use c(3) in the following lagrangian for a Rarita-Schwinger field χ : Mn → V ∗ ⊗ΠS:
(A.16) L =
1
2
χc(3)∂χ |dnx| = 1
2
χµc
(3)µνρ∂νχρ |dnx|.
This lagrangian has a gauge invariance. Namely, if ψ : Mn → ΠS is a spinor field, then ∂ψ is a
Rarita-Schwinger field and L(∂ψ) = 0. So in this model we consider the space of fields to be the
quotient space
(A.17)
{χ : Mn → V ∗ ⊗ΠS}
∂{ψ : Mn → ΠS} .
The solutions to the equation of motion on this quotient form a symplectic vector space, and this
is what we quantize to obtain the free quantum theory.
Now the equation of motion derived from (A.16) is c(3)∂χ = 0. The maps
SC
Ak−−→ V ∗C ⊗ SC Bk−−→ VC ⊗ S∗C
defined by
Ak(s) = k ⊗ s
Bk(ℓ⊗ s) = eµ ⊗ c(3)(eµ ∧ k ∧ ℓ)s
satisfy Bk ◦Ak = 0. The equation of motion on the Fourier transform asserts χˆ(k) ∈ kerBk.
Lemma A.18. (i) If |k|2 6= 0 then kerBk = imAk. (ii) If |k|2 = 0 and k 6= 0, then
kerBk
imAk
∼= R′k.
It follows that we can identify the space of solutions on the quotient space (A.17), after complexi-
fying and polarizing, with the space of sections of R′ → N+. In other words, in this approach we
obtain exactly the desired collection of spin 3/2 particles.
Proof. For (i) choose the basis e1, . . . , en of V to be orthogonal and have e1 = k. Assume that∑
i>1
ei ⊗ si, si ∈ SC, is in kerBk; we must show that si = 0. The hypothesis implies
∑
i>1
c(3)(eµ ∧ e1 ∧ ei)si = 0, µ = 1, . . . , n.
For µ = 1 we learn nothing. If µ > 1, then from (A.15) we have
=
∑
i>1
[
c(eµ)c(e1)c(ei) + gµic(e1)
]
si
=
∑
i>1
−c(eµ)c(ei)c(e1)si + gµµc(e1)sµ
=
∑
i6=µ
i>1
c(eµ)c(e1)c(ei)si.
(A.19)
Apply c(e1)c(eµ) and set ti = c(ei)si; then
(A.20)
∑
i6=µ
i>1
ti = 0, µ = 2, . . . , n.
Adding these equations we deduce
∑
i>1
ti = 0, and combining with (A.20) we find tµ = c(eµ)sµ = 0
for all µ. Apply c(eµ) to conclude sµ = 0.
For (ii) choose the basis of V to have e1 = k and g11 = g22 = 0, g12 6= 0, g1i = g2i = gij = 0,
and gii 6= 0, where i, j > 2, i 6= j. First, we show that Bk(e2 ⊗ s) = 0, s ∈ SC, implies s = 0. For
then if µ > 2 we apply (A.15) to find
(A.21) 0 = c(3)(eµ ∧ e1 ∧ e2)s = [c(eµ)c(e1)c(e2)− g12c(eµ)] s,
from which c(e1)c(e2)s = g12s, since c(eµ)2 = gµµ 6= 0. Apply c(e1) to deduce s ∈ ker c(e1).
Apply c(e2) to deduce s ∈ ker c(e2). Then since c(e1)c(e2) + c(e2)c(e1) = 2g12 6= 0 we find s = 0.
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Finally, suppose
∑
i>2
ei ⊗ si, si ∈ SC, is in kerBk. Then
(A.22)
∑
i>2
c(3)(eµ ∧ e1 ∧ ei)si = 0, i = 1, . . . , n.
For µ = 1 we learn nothing. Set µ = 2 and apply (A.15) to find
c(e2)c(e1)
∑
i>2
c(ei)si = g12
∑
i>2
c(ei)si.
As in the argument following (A.21) we conclude
(A.23)
∑
i>2
c(ei)si = 0.
For µ > 2 we find from (A.22), analogously to (A.19), that
c(e1)
∑
i6=µ
i>2
c(ei)si = 0.
Together with (A.23) this implies c(eµ)sµ ∈ ker c(e1), whence
(A.24) sµ ∈ ker c(e1).
Then (A.23) and (A.24) together imply
∑
i>2
ei ⊗ si ∈ R′, as desired.
§A.4. Quantization of Rarita-Schwinger Fields: Third Approach
Define the real representation R of Spin(V ) as the kernel of Clifford multiplication V ∗⊗S → S∗.
In this approach we take a Rarita-Schwinger field to be a map
τ : Mn −→ ΠR.
Then it is easy to verify using (A.15) that the lagrangians (A.10) and (A.16) agree when τ replaces χ.
There is no gauge symmetry in this approach. The classical equations may be analyzed as in the
text following (A.11). Thus the relevant equivariant vector bundle over N+ is the parity-reversed
kernel of Clifford multiplication V ∗
C
⊗S′ → S∗
C
. This is isomorphic to Π
(
R′⊕S′)→ N+. So in this
approach we obtain a collection of spin 3/2 particles and a collection of spin 1/2 particles.
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§A.5. The Euclidean Partition Function of a Rarita-Schwinger Field
Here the setting is a Riemannian manifold X. One defines fields, a lagrangian, and an action as
on Minkowski spacetime, but the classical equations of motion no longer carry physical meaning.
Rather, these data are inputs into the functional integral; see (2.2). The fields and action are func-
torial in X. The correlation functions on Euclidean space are meant to have analytic continuations
to Minkowski spacetime, and in this way one produces a relativistic quantum mechanical theory.
Our goal, then, is to produce Euclidean theories—fields and an action—which analytically continue
to the quantum theory of the spin 3/2 particle based on R′. We require that X be compact and
spin (the compactness may be relaxed if conditions at the ends are imposed), and focus on the
partition function rather than on general correlation functions.
In §2 we indicated that the choice of a real spin representation S of the Lorentz spin group Spin(V )—
which we use to construct spinor fields Mn → ΠS on Minkowski spacetime and then a collection
of spin 1/2 particles based on S′—corresponds in Euclidean field theory on a spin manifold X to
a section of a complex spin bundle over X. The details depend on the dimension n; see the text
before (2.5). For simplicity we denote this bundle as ΠSC ⊗ E → X, where SC → X is a complex
spin bundle and E → X a complex vector bundle.33 We can take E to be trivial or we can take
it to be an arbitrary bundle with connection, in which case the connection is a bosonic field in the
theory. The Euclidean action34 is the bilinear form (2.6) based on the Riemannian Dirac operator
on X coupled to E. Then the functional integral over the spinor field is
(A.25) pfaffD/E ,
the pfaffian of the Dirac operator on spinors coupled to E, as in (2.7).
For Rarita-Schwinger fields we proceed similarly using our first approach to quantization in
Minkowski spacetime. Thus the Euclidean Rarita-Schwinger field is a section of ΠSC⊗E⊗TCX →
X. Since the Euclidean version of the lagrangian (A.10) is the action of a spinor field coupled
to E ⊗ TCX, the partition function is
(A.26) pfaffD/E⊗TCX .
However, this corresponds to the physical theory with too many particles: the desired spin 3/2
particles plus three extraneous collections of spin 1/2 particles; see (A.12). Thus (A.26) represents
the product of the desired partition function with the partition functions (A.25) of Euclidean spinor
33As explained in §2 this is correct for example if n ≡ 3 (mod 8), but must be modified for example if n ≡ 6
(mod 8).
34See [DF,§7.4] for a derivation, though what is written there should be modified in some dimensions, such as
n ≡ 6 (mod 8).
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fields. The partition function we seek, which corresponds to the desired collection of spin 3/2 par-
ticles, is obtained by dividing out the spinor partition functions. Let D˜/E˜ denote the Dirac operator
on the Euclidean spinor bundle S˜C ⊗ E˜ which corresponds to the Lorentz spin representation S∗;
its relationship to D/E depends on the dimension n. Then we define the Rarita-Schwinger partition
function to be
(A.27)
pfaffD/E⊗TCX
(pfaffD/E)2(pfaff D˜/E˜)
.
Finally, the Rarita-Schwinger anomaly is a tensor product of pfaffian line bundles
(A.28) LRS = (PfaffD/E⊗TCX)⊗ (Pfaff D/E)⊗(−2) ⊗ (Pfaff D˜/E˜)⊗(−1).
§A.6. Two Illustrative Examples
The minimal supergravity in n = 10 dimensions occurs in the low energy approximation to super-
string theories with 16 supersymmetries, and it contains a Rarita-Schwinger field. The appropriate
real spinor representation S of the Lorentz spin group is the minimal one of dimension 16; its dual S∗
is an inequivalent representation.35 In the corresponding Euclidean version SC → X is a half-spinor
bundle of the spin 10-manifold X and S˜C → X is the opposite chirality half-spinor bundle. The
vector bundle E is a trivial line bundle, so plays no role. The Dirac operator D/ : Γ(SC) → Γ(S˜C)
is complex skew-adjoint relative to the duality pairing between SC and S˜C. The Dirac operator D˜/
in the denominator of (A.27) is the adjoint of D/ relative to the hermitian structures on Γ(SC)
and Γ(S˜C). Its pfaffian line bundle is the canonically the inverse
36 of the pfaffian line bundle of D/,
so that the anomaly (A.28) in this case simplifies to
(A.29) (Pfaff D/TCX)⊗ (Pfaff D/)⊗(−1).
Formally, this is the pfaffian line bundle of Dirac coupled to TCX − 1.
The second example is n = 11 dimensional supergravity, which is the low energy approximation
to the (putative) M-theory. Again S is the minimal real spinor representation of the Lorentz group,
which in this case is unique of dimension 32. So S∗ ∼= S. In the Euclidean version SC → X is the
rank 32 spinor bundle of the spin 11-manifold X, and the Dirac operators D/ and D˜/ agree. The
anomaly is then
(Pfaff D/TCX)⊗ (Pfaff D/)⊗(−3).
Formally, this is the pfaffian line bundle of Dirac coupled to TCX − 3.
35In dimensions n ≡ 2, 6 (mod 8) there are two inequivalent minimal real spinor representations, whereas in other
dimensions there is only one.
36In the finite dimensional model (2.10) we are asserting that if V → T is a hermitian vector bundle with
connection, then (Det V ∗) ⊗ (DetV ) is canonically isomorphic to the trivial line bundle with trivial metric and
connection.
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